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Abstract
Blogging has become a popular practice on Internet in recent years, and it has been used 
as information publishing and participate platforms. In recent years, a style o f blog called 
‘semantic blogs’ have been introduced into the field. Semantic blogs are blogs enriched 
with machine-understandable metadata (Moller, Breslin, & Decker, 2005). They are an 
extension o f regular blogs.
Recently, a new web technology theory was proposed called Web 2.0. Unlike traditional 
web technology which only allows web users to accept information passively, Web 2.0 
provides web users the option to actively modify web information.
Learning Objects are digital entities deliverable over the Internet. Any number o f people 
can access and use them simultaneously. Moreover, users can collaborate on learning 
objects and benefit immediately from adding their information or appending others’ work 
to Learning Objects and share with other users over the Internet.
This thesis is dedicated to the development o f a semantic blog prototype for Gene 
Ontology annotation and navigation as a Web 2.0 support system. We are developing this 
semantic blog specifically because we did not find an effective system already in place 
that can provide support for biomedical researchers.
The existing Gene Ontology systems can be classified into various categories: offline 
applications, client-server applications, web search engines, portals, and FTP servers. 
Researchers face a number o f bottlenecks within the current system; all o f  them are based 
on traditional web technology with no collaboration among individual gene ontology 
researchers, and annotation can only be published by certain organizations.
This thesis seeks the possibility to use Learning Object with Gene Ontology along with 
the semantic o f how researchers collaborate as represented by F OAF. We have therefore 
introduced a new Gene ontology Annotation and navigation System. Colloquially 
referred to as GAS, it is based on Web 2.0 technologies with extended semantic 
capabilities that include Gene Ontology semantics, SCORM semantics, FOAF semantics, 
RSS syndication, aggregation semantics, as well as a useful and important gene ontology 
and annotation navigation system -  Gene Ontology Navigation (GON). Our evaluation o f 
the GAS prototype has proven to be extremely effective.
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Learning Objects have been developing for years on traditional internet. Recently, a new 
web technology theory was proposed called Web 2.0. Unlike traditional web technology 
which only allows web users to accept information passively, Web 2.0 provides web 
users the option to actively modify web information. Different from Web 1.0, Web 2.0 
provides web users an option o f getting information actively. Instead o f only reading web 
pages, web users can donate their own opinion or knowledge without modifying the 
resource itself. In other words, the resource itself is not changed, but other users still can 
see the modification made by web users. All the users subscribed to the web resource 
would be notified with the latest changes. To paraphrase, the difference between Web 1.0 
and Web 2.0 is that the former is read-only while the latter is writable.
The advantage o f Web 2.0 is important for learning objects to make individual learning 
and collaborative learning more interactive. Unfortunately, learning objects have not been 
transplanted on Web 2.0 so far.
This chapter introduces the concept o f  Learning Objects, as well as a list o f  popular Web
2.0 services and their explanations. The chapter also introduces the technology standard 
for Web 2.0 and clarifies Web 2.0 features as they pertain to Learning Objects.
1.1 Overview
Learning Objects are generally understood to be digital entities which are deliverable 
over the Internet, so that a number o f  people can access and use them simultaneously (as 
opposed to traditional instructional media, such as an overhead or a video tape, which can 
only exist in one place at a time). Moreover, those who incorporate Learning Objects can 
collaborate on and benefit immediately from new versions. This is a significant 
difference between learning objects and other types o f  instructional media existed 
previously (Wiley, 2000).
Learning objects brought new methods o f study and research to the world o f  academics. 
With Learning Objects, courses are given to students according to their background, 
demands, and interest. The size o f learning objects is not fixed. They can be merged into 
bigger Learning Objects or divided into several smaller Learning Objects easily to fit 
individual student’s learning habit. Unlike traditional courses, which are available at a 
specific time, learning objects are accessible at any tfrne when learners feel like they want 
to study as long as they can connect to internet.
1.2 W eb 2,0 Services
Web 2.0 is a business revolution in the computer industry caused by the move to the 
internet as platform, and an attempt to understand the rules for success on that new 
platform. The most important o f  those rules is this: Build applications that harness 
network effects to get better when more people use them (O'Reilly, 2006).
If  Web 1.0 connects people to web servers, Web 2.0 connects people to other people 
through the internet and allows people to collaborate with each other by exchanging 
knowledge and resources.
1.2.1 Blogs
A  blog is a multi-purpose personal web page with low technique threshold. Blogs are 
customizable; users can change the blog’s physical appearance by choosing a template 
from the service provider, or by creating their own custom template. Additionally, users 
can post various other applications to their blogs, such as flash videos, hit counters, and 
so on. Service providers usually include common word processing features, such as bold 
and italicized text, in their publishing interfaces. Blogs can be used to publish any type o f 
content, ranging from personal entries t a  research progress.
Blog entries can also be commented on, if the blog’s owner has enabled that option. After 
the owner finishes adding or editing a post, it becomes public and is displayed in a web 
page. This data is normally displayed in chronological order with earlier entries 
appearing below or on a separate page from the latest entry. I f  the option is enabled, other 
readers can post comments to any entry on the blog. Comments can be public to both the 
owner and other readers, or only viewable by the owner. The owner can also post his own 
comments and reply to others’ comments. This interaction between writer and readers 
makes blogs popular on internet.
In addition, there are some other features most blog providers offer such as archiving, 
RSS feeds, and links. The blog’s archive is a list o f  all the articles in the blog. By clicking 
the title, readers can view the article easily. The list can be sorted alphabetically, 
chronologically, or by keyword. RSS feed is a protocol can be used with RSS readers to 
notify all blog subscribers about the latest update. It will be discussed in-depth later in 
this chapter. Links can be considered to be the blog owner’s bookmarks. Sometimes, blog 
hosts add a hyper link to others’ blogs or web pages. A popular blogging feature that 
involves linking is called “trackback” (Anderson, 2007) -  Trackback (or pingback) 
allows a blogger (A) to notify another blogger (B) that they have referenced or 
commented on one o f blogger B ’s posts. When blog B receives notification from blog A 
that a trackback has been created, blog B’s system automatically creates a record o f the 
permalink o f the referring post. Trackback only works when it is enabled on both the 
referring and the referred blogs. Some bloggers deliberately disable trackback as it can be 
a route in for spammers (Anderson, 2007).
As blogs become more popular and technology develops, new styles o f  blogging appears. 
A new feature that is growing more popular among bloggers is called “group blogging”. 
Instead o f blogs being held by a single person, these blogs are owned by a group o f 
people. For example, all the students in a class o f a university can use the same blog as an 
alumni; each member o f this group maintains it as blogs being hosted by a single person. 
Another new style o f blogging is blogging coterie. Different from group blogging, which 
is one blog owned by a group o f people, blogging coterie is a group o f single-owned 
blogs that are affiliated by a similar aspect o f their blogs. This aspect can range from
physical location (we all attended the same high school or university) to common 
interests (we all like to listen to the same kind o f  music) to business or research (we are 
all a part o f the same research project). Anybody owning a blog can ask the group’s 
leaders if  they can join the coterie. It can also be regarded as an index o f several other 
blogs. Similar to the publishing process o f single user blogs, each article is listed in 
coterie blog groups in chronological order. Coterie blogs will direct readers to the 
individual blog where each article is from. Take Canadian Idol as an example: people can 
create a coterie for this TV show; Idol fans can get their information quickly by surfing a 
single group o f Idol blogs rather than browsing them one by one.
1.2.2 Wikis
A wiki is a web page that can be viewed and modified-by anybody with a Web browser 
and access to the Internet. The name’s origin is from Wikipedia, the online encyclopaedia 
that works towards cataloguing all possible information in existence. Since Wikipedia’s 
introduction, other imitators have appeared to focus on more specific branches o f 
information. Any visitor to a wiki can change its content if  they desire. While the 
potential for mischief exists, wikis can be surprisingly robust, open-ended, collaborative 
group sites (Keller, 2005).
Different than blogs, all wiki users can both contribute and benefit from it. They are able 
to create new wikis, read existing wikis, and modify existing wikis whenever they want. 
However, wikis generally have a history function, which allows previous versions to be 
examined, and a rollback function, which restores previous versions (Anderson, 2007).
Simply speaking, a wiki is an effective asynchronous web-based collaborative system, 
which grows with its users’ knowledge and contribution.
1.2.3 Tags
As the as the amount o f information increases on the internet, it becomes more and more 
difficult to accurately search for information. In the Internet’s early public days, people 
would use keywords to search for pieces o f  information they desired. A keyword search 
simply searches the Internet for that word. For example, searching for the word 
“basketball” would bring up every page on the Internet that has the word “basketball” in 
it somewhere. This has proven to be inefficient, as a page may not be about basketball at 
all, but simply have the word on the page for reasons other than content, such as links or 
advertisements. Tags were created to help remedy this problem.
A tag is a keyword that is added to a digital object (e.g. a website, picture or video clip) 
to describe it, but not as part o f a formal classification system (Anderson, 2007). 
Although “keyword” is used to define “tag”, there is difference between them.
Keywords can be extracted from text documents by machine searches, but tags can only 
be set manually by users. In this way keywords are more convenient to use, but machines 
cannot extract keywords from non-text content such as images or video clips. On the
other hand, tags allow users to label content with words that would easily and obviously 
describe it without the words being present.
In conclusion, keywords are objective while tags are subjective; keywords are accurate 
and tags are semantic; keywords are machine-oriented and tags are user-oriented; 
searching by keyword is more accurate and searching by tag is more human-intelligent.
Another usual way to classify information is its category. The difference between 
categories and tags is that the former can have levels, and the latter cannot. The word 
used as a category is fixed; authors have to choose a category from an available selection 
o f common words instead o f setting them as anything they choose.
Since tagging has become popular among internet users, the idea o f tag clouds have 
appeared. A tag cloud is a group o f related tags. Each tag within the group is set by 
different authors. They are listed together in different font, size and color according to 
their popularity, so people can easily tell which tag is more welcomed by users.
Keywords, categories, and tags all have advantages and disadvantages. Rarely do they 
conflict with each other, and no one can take the place o f the other two completely. It is 
both possible and necessary for them to work together.
1.2.4 Multimedia Sharing
Multimedia sharing websites such as YouTube or Flickr provide a web platform for their 
users to upload / view multimedia resources like video or pictures. These popular services 
take the idea o f the ‘writeable’ Web (where users are not just consumers but contribute 
actively to the production o f Web content) and enable it on a massive scale (Anderson, 
2007).
1.2.5 Syndication
Syndication is a process that allows subscribers to receive updates from web service 
providers through an XML-based data format, which is usually RSS or Atom. 
Syndication feeds can be read by aggregators and after adding feeds from their providers 
into aggregators which check the update automatically on a regular frequency, 
subscribers can read the summary o f new content updated into that web page in the 
aggregators when the updates are available without opening the web page in browsers. 
Syndication feeds can bring the user text, audio and video content which will be 
discussed in-depth in the Podcasting and VODcasting section.
As mentioned in an earlier section o f this chapter, most blog systems provide the feature 
o f generating syndication feeds automatically when a new article is published.
RSS and Atom does a similar job concerning syndication, however they are different in 
their structure and grammar. Now, there is a trend o f RSS and Atom aggregation, and 
some feed readers already support both RSS and Atom feeds.
1.2.6 Podcasting /  VODcasting
Podcasting or VODcasting can be considered as an extension o f the processes o f 
traditional RSS process. Instead o f receiving text feed from RSS providers (websites or 
blogs) they allow RSS feed bring audio or video content respectively.
Podcasting is the process o f capturing an audio event, song, speech, or mix o f  sounds and 
then posting that digital sound object to a Web site or “blog” in a data structure called an 
RSS 2.0 envelope (or “feed”). Using specialized news readers like iPodder or iPodderX, 
users can subscribe to a Web page containing RSS 2.0 tagged audio files on designated 
web pages and automatically download these files directly into an audio management 
program on their personal computer like iTunes, Windows Media Player or MusicMatch. 
When a user synchronizes their portable audio device with their personal computer the 
podcasts are automatically transferred to that device to be listened to at the time and 
location most convenient for the user (Meng, 2005).
VODcasting (also called “vlogging”) -  the “VOD” stands for “video-on-demand” -  is 
almost identical to podcasting. The difference is that the content is video instead o f  audio, 
and the content is more likely to be played on a laptop than a PM A (personal media 
assistant) due to their newness and relative expense (Meng, 2005).
1.3 Web 2.0 Technology Standards
This section introduces some technology standards which are used in implementation o f 
this thesis.
1.3.1 XML
The Extensible Markup Language (XML) is a general-purpose specification for creating 
custom markup languages. It is classified as an extensible language because it allows its 
users to define their own elements. Its primary purpose is to facilitate the sharing of 
structured data across different information systems, particularly via the Internet and it is 
used both to encode documents and to serialize data.’
There are many advantages o f the XML format. First o f all, XML is based on text 
supported by Unicode which allows almost any information in any written human 
language to be communicated through it. Secondly, XM L’s self-documenting format 
describes structure and field names as well as specific values, and the strict syntax and 
parsing requirements make the necessary parsing algorithms extremely simple, efficient, 
and consistent. Thirdly, XML is heavily used as a format for data storage, processing and 
transfering, on the other hand, it can be updated incrementally. At last, it is platform- 
independent, therefore, it can be used cross different systems. ^
' http://en.wikipedia.org/\viki/XM L  
'  http://en.w ikipedia.org/\\ik.i/X M I.
1.3.2 XPath
The primary purpose o f XPath is to address the nodes o f  XML 1.0 or XML 1.1 trees. 
XPath gets its name from its use o f a path notation for navigating through the hierarchical 
structure o f  an XML document. XPath uses a compact, non-XML syntax to facilitate use 
o f  XPath within URls and XML attribute values. (Berglund, et al., 2007)
XPath is usually used to query through XML files with specific conditions. This turns 
XML into the usage o f database and gets useful information from it when necessary. It is 
used to implement searches through a blog system with search conditions selected by the 
user.
1.3.3 XPointer
The XPointer is intended to be used to provide a high level o f  functionality for addressing 
portions o f  XML documents. It is based on XPath and adds the ability to address strings, 
points, and ranges. It supports addressing into the internal structures o f XML documents 
and external parsed entities and allows for examination o f a document's hierarchical 
structure and choice o f portions based on various properties, such as element types, 
attribute values, character content, and relative position. In particular, it provides for 
specific reference to elements, character strings, and other XML information, whether or 
not they bear an explicit ID attribute. (DeRose, Maler, & Daniel, 2002)
Since XPointer can connect XML elements together, it is useful when appending 
annotation to original resources without modifying them for more convenient 
mainteinance. Details will be introduced in Chapter 3.
1.3.4 REST vs. SOAP
REST is an architectural style which treats all web content as resources. It provides a 
unified set o f interface to access resources -  POST, GET, PUT and DELETE and use 
resource URl to identify resources. Therefore, “REST is considered the simpler o f the 
two techniques. It exploits the World Wide Web (HTTP) protocol to communicate 
between computers, and initiating requests are usually in the form o f URL's. From the 
library world, the most popular Web Service fitting this description is the Open Archives 
Initiative - Protocol for Metadata Harvesting. Another very good library example is 
called Search and Retrieve via URL (Morgan, 2005).
SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol), a successor o f RPC (Remote Procedure Call), is 
protocol for exchanging XML-based message through web site. It is not dependent on the 
World Wide Web as a transport mechanism. Requests can be made directly from one 
computer program to another, via telnet or SSH, via HTTP, or even through email. 
Unlike REST, SOAP requests as well as responses are encoded within a specific XML 
syntax called a SOAP envelope. For all these reasons, SOAP is seen as being more 
complicated and at the same time more flexible when compared to REST. SOAP, unlike 
REST, is formally supported by the World Wide Web Consortium (Morgan, 2005).
1.3.5 AJAX
AJAX is not a new programming language, but a technique for creating better, faster, and 
more interactive web applications. With AJAX, JavaScript can communicate directly 
with the server, using the JavaScript XMLHttpRequest object. With this object, 
JavaScript can trade data with a web server, without reloading the page.^
AJAX uses asynchronous data transfer (HTTP requests) between the browser and the 
web server, allowing web pages to request small bits o f  information from the server 
instead o f  whole pages.
The AJAX technique makes Internet applications smaller, faster and more user-friendly. 
It is a browser technology independent o f  web server software. ^
1.3.6 RSS
RSS is a format for syndicating news and the content o f  news-like sites, including major 
news sites like Wired, news-oriented community sites like Slashdot, and personal 
weblogs. But it's not just for news. Pretty much anything that can be broken down into 
discrete items can be syndicated via RSS. Once information about each item is in RSS 
format, an RSS-aware program can check the feed for changes and react to the changes in 
an appropriate way. RSS-aware programs called aggregators are popular in weblog 
systems. Most weblogs provide content available in RSS. An aggregator can help users 
keep up with all their favourite feed providers by checking their RSS feeds and 
displaying new items from each o f them. (Pilgrim, 2002)




<title>LU Gene Annotation Semantic Blog</title>
<link>http://localhost/wordpress</link>
<description>Wei Yuan's Thesis</description>




<title>Mouse Anatomy by admin at Mon May 19 14:50:36 EDT 
2008</title>
<link>http://localhost/wordpress/wp-
i n c l u d e s / s i n g l e .p h p ? c a t e g o r y = / a n a t o m y / a d u l t _ m o u s e  a n a t o m y  & # 3 8 ; ID=MA: 0
000001&#35;annotation-1211223036<7link>
<description>mouse anatomy is usually found on mouse 
</description>
 ̂ h ttp://ow l■ english.purdiie.edu/ow l/resource/560 / 10/ 
" http://owl .english.purdiie.edu/ow l/resource/560 / 10/ 




1.4 Features of Learning Object for Web 2.0
1.4.1 Collaborative Learning
Collaborative learning is an emerging educational method. It is a student-centered 
environment, in which students are responsible for their studying progress by 
constructing knowledge with other students or teachers. Similarly to other Web 2.0 
services, users o f collaborative learning can contribute and benefit from the system.
1.4.2 Social Blogs as Learning Object
The concept o f  social blogs is derived from social networks. Social blogs treat each 
member as a node and connect members through ties (relationship) as social network. 
However, there are a few points that fundamentally distinguish it from a social network. 
First o f  all, within a social network, each node represents a real human; but within a 
social blog, each node stands for a blog, which can be hosted by any blog service 
anywhere on the Internet. Social blog systems are not necessary to provide blog services. 
In addition, a social network connects nodes by hobby, political opinions, or other topics; 
social blogs connects nodes by blog category or blog tags.
As a Learning Object platform, social blogs meet all feature requirements — tags, 
syndication feeds, PODcasting, resource sharing, etc. These features will be discussed in 
depth in later chapters.
1.4.3 Folksonomies for Free Tagging
In collaborative web, people contribute their knowledge, research, and opinions by 
publishing the data over the Internet. To save other users’ time when searching for 
information they need, authors also add tags to their resources. Other users can modify 
previously published resources to make them more accurate. However, this is not 
completely collaborative. I f  the original author o f a resource set an inaccurate, misleading, 
or incorrectly spelled tag, it will be impossible to find with regular searches and nobody 
will be able to correct it. Under this situation, folksonomy is introduced.
Folksonomy is an extension o f tagging. Folksonomies allows other users to modify the 
resource’s tags. In this way, the tags are more accurate via the corrections o f  others 
should errors arise.
1.4.4 Annotation
Annotation is a process through which people contribute their own knowledge to others 
resources. It’s also a method to achieve learning collaboration through network. Original 
resources can be annotated without modification; therefore, it is easy to restore the 
resource before its annotation.
Annotation theory, and its relation to Gene Ontology Annotation, will be discussed in- 
depth in later chapters.
1.5 Summary of Thesis
Due to Web 2.0’s propagation, weblogs, collaborative e-learning systems, and FOAF 
networks are popular and useful applications by themselves. Is it possible to integrate 
these applications into one system?
This question will be explored in regards to a specific field o f biology. Throughout the 
course o f this project, the Gene Annotation Semantic Blog system (GAS Blog system) 
was developed to make gene annotation easier. It is an extension o f regular weblog 
systems by adding the support o f several semantics such as Gene Ontology semantics, 
SCORM semantics, syndication & aggregation semantics, and FOAF semantics.
Chapter 1 introduces Web 2.0 and its popular applications, as well as technologies related 
to them. Chapter 2 describes the GAS Blog from a general point o f  view, compares it 
with existing gene ontology annotation systems, and discusses their advantages as well as 
disadvantages. Chapter 3 explains the usage scenario, as well as detailed architecture and 
implementation o f  the GAS Blog. In Chapter 4, gene ontology navigation will be 
introduced. Chapter 5 describes future work to be done on this project.
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Chapter Two
Gene Annotation Support System for the W eb 2.0 e Learning
Annotation is useful to people’s learning experience. It can be used in person or groups. 
For personal use, it works as reading notes to make readers themselves understand 
documents better or remind themselves with some important information for the future. 
For example, a lot students like writing notes on blank area o f  textbooks according to 
teachers’ lecture; therefore, they can be reminded that some certain section should be 
paid more attention to when they read textbook next time. As among groups, it allows 
group members collaborative on same documents by letting each person add notes to 
documents. Still take students and textbook as the example, sometimes students share the 
notes by borrowing textbook from each other which is a process o f  collaborative 
annotation.
Annotation has been introduced to computer for a long time both personally and 
collaboratively. For personal use, there are lots o f  documents organization tools such as 
Personal Document Organizer which allows users to add description to both text and 
multimedia files on their computers. For collaborative use, the most popular example is 
Microsoft Word comment feature. It provides an easy and efficient way to collaborate 
people’s comment in team-working environment. Annotation appears on the margin o f 
pages with the comment author’s name and it becomes visible to other team members 
with full access to it including reading or modification.
After Internet becoming popular, web annotation is used to add annotation to web 
resources. Over years’ development, many annotation websites appear over Internet, they 
provide web annotation services to allow registered users add annotation on resources 
(text, images, multimedia, etc.) from other websites, and share annotation with other 
registered users.
This chapter introduces web annotation in details, discusses about existing web 
annotation systems, and describes web 2.0 annotations as well as how it differs from 
existing annotation systems. In later sections, this chapter talks about gene ontology and 
explains why use a learning blog as a platform to implement gene ontology annotation 
system.
2.1 Traditional Gene Ontology Annotation
Gene Ontology Annotation is the process o f assigning GO terms to gene products (Nature, 
2000). This process is usually achieved by manual annotation and electronic annotation.
•  Manual Annotation; Manual assignment o f  GO terms by annotators using 
published literature. Associations that are made manually are given one o f  ten 
evidence codes that describe what evidence supports the annotation.^
' httD://w w w .eb i.ac.uk /G O A ne\v1o.htini
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•  Electronic Annotation: electronic annotation systems use existing information 
within database entries, including Swiss-Prot keywords (SPKW2G0), Enzyme 
Commission numbers (EC2GO) and cross-references to InterPro (lnterPro2GO) 
and HAMAP (HAMAP2GO), which are manually mapped before. Electronically 
combining these mappings with a table o f matching UniProt entries generates a 
table o f associations. For each GOA association, they provide an evidence code, 
which summarizes how the association is made. Associations that are made 
electronically are labelled as 'inferred from electronic annotation' (lEA).^
Manual annotation is the basis o f  electronic annotation, and electronic annotation can 
also be considered as a procesure o f  reducing redundant gene ontology annotation. This 
thesis is focus on developing a system (GAS Blog) to assist manual annotation procesure.
Currently, the manual annotation systems can be divided into three categories: offline 
application, Client-Server application, web search engine, portal, and FTP server.
2.1.1 Offline Application
Offline gene ontology application let users view and modify gene ontology files. The 
advantage o f  applications in this categoty is that they provide users a ffendly interface to 
work on, however, the disadvantages is that users have to download ontology files from 
GO portal or FTP server before viewing or doing modification, and after annotators finish 
modifying the file, they have to go back to the GO portal or FTP server to upload their 
work. An example applications in this categories are: COBrA.
2.1.2 Client-Server Application
Client-Server gene ontology application goes a step further than offline gene ontology 
applications. It connects to a server to retrieve gene ontology for users to view instead o f 
letting users download the ontology files beforehand. However, the disadvantage o f  it is 
that users still can only view the ontology data and can not add annotation to it. Moreover, 
users are still isolated from each other and have no collaboration in this process. An 
example application in this category is DYNGO.
2.1.3 Web Search Engine
Web search engines are web application. To use this kind o f GO application, users have 
to fill a search form to indicate several query condition, and results under the condition 
will be displayed in web pages. Users can view them by clicking the link o f each result.
GO search engine is useful for users who only want to view specific gene ontology 
annotations. It does not allow annotators to add or modify annotation to gene ontology 
and does not have enough information for users who want to know the latest annotation, 
and users have to search if there is any update to specific annotation o f  their interest on a 
regular basis.
h ttp ://w w w . eb i. ac. uk/ G O.A/newto. htm I
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On the other hand, entrent gene ontology seareh engines are ineffieient beeause o f  the 
top-down seareh meehanism they are using. Users have to go through level by level to 
reaeh the information they are looking for, and this top-down proeess may take some 
time. An example applieation in this eategories are: AmiGO.
2.1.4 Portal
Gene ontology portals are web pages that provide users to download the latest modified 
ontology files or upload the one users worked on. After downloading ontology files firom 
gene ontology portals, users can view or modify the files using offline gene ontology 
applieations.
There are several disadvantages for portal annotation system:
First o f  all, regular users ean only reeeive the information published by gene ontology 
annotation organizations, and are not able to donate their knowledge and collaborate with 
other users. There is no eonneetion between users, and they are isolated with each other.
Seeondly, bioinformatics database resouree groups publish the information on webpage 
o f portal. Portal is an inefficient way to publish information. Users have to eheek the 
portal on regular basis to make sure that they can get the latest update.
At last, the annotation information is in text format, and newly added information is 
mixed with the old one. Users have to download the annotation file and go through all the 
information and find out the updates by themselves.
An example application in this category is BBOP (Berkeley Bioinformatics and Ontology 
Project).
2.1.5 FTP Server
Similarly to portal, FTP server is another method allows users to download gene ontology 
files. Instead o f downloading from web pages like portals, it let users access ontology 
files from FTP servers. Therefore, FTP server share the similar disadvantage with portals 
that users can not find the latest change inside a ontology file easily.
2.2 Existing Gene Ontology Annotation Systems
Although there are many Gene Ontology annotation systems available on market, they 
can be divided into the categories mentioned in earlier seetion o f  this chapter. This thesis 
selects a representative application in each category to compare the advantages and 
disadvantages o f them.
2.2.1 COBrA
COBrA is an ontology browser and editor for GO and OBO ontologies. It has been 
speeifieally designed to be usable by biologists to create links between ontologies, and 
has the following features. (Stuart, 2005)
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•  allows drag-and-drop editing o f GO ontologies (Stuart, 2005)
•  supports mapping between two ontologies (Stuart, 2005)
•  supports translation to OWL and other Semantic Web languages (Stuart, 2005)
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Figure 2.1 Interface of COBrA
As other offline gene ontology applications, the advantage is that they provide users a 
frendly interface, however, the disadvantages is that users have to download ontology 
files from GO portal or FTP server by themselves, and after annotators finishing 
modifying the file, they have to go back to the GO portal or FTP server to upload their 
work.
2.2.2 DYNGO
DYNGO is a standalone package that provides browsing functionality o f  gene ontology. 
DYNGO also allows users to load a list o f  entities and retrieve the corresponding GO 
annotations. It enables users to retrieve gene or gene products that hold similar 
annotations. The retrieved result is shown in a tree organized according to GO hierarchies, 
and the tree can be manipulated dynamically by sorting and changing orientation.
Im age retrieved from http://www.xsDan.org,'cobra/m dex.htm ]
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DYNGO can also be used for Micro array data analysis using GO annotations and for 
other applications. (Liu, Hu, & Wu, 2005)
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Figure 2.2 Interface of DYNGO
Client-Server gene ontology application such as DYNGO has the advantage o f  friendly 
user interface, retrieve gene ontology data directly from network instead o f  letting users 
to download from portals or FTP server as offline gene ontology applieation such as 
COBrA. However, the disadvantage o f it is that users still can only view the ontology 
data and can not add annotation to it. Moreover, users are still isolated from each other 
and have no collaboration in this process.
2.2.3 AmiGO
AmiGO provides an interface to search and browse the ontology and annotation data 
provided by the GO consortium. Users can search for gene products and view the terms 
with which they are associated; alternatively, users can search or browse the ontology for 
GO terms o f interest and see term details and gene product annotations. AmiGO also 
provides a BLAST search engine, which searches the sequences o f  genes and gene 
products that have been annotated to a GO term and submitted to the GO Consortium. 
(Nature, 2000)
' Im age retrieved from http://gauss.dbb.georgetown.edu/'liblab/dvngo.htm l
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Figure 2.3 Interface of AmiGO*®
GO search engine like AmiGO is useful for users who only want to view specific gene 
ontology annotations. It does not allow annotators to add or modify annotation to gene 
ontology and does not have enough information for users who want to know the latest 
annotation, and users have to search if  there is update to specific annotation o f their 
interest on a regular basis.
On the other hand, current gene ontology search engines are inefficient because o f the 
top-down search mechanism they are using. Users have to go through level by level to 
reach the information they are looking for, and this top-down process may take some 
time to complete.
2.2.4 BBOP Portal
BBOP Portal is a page is for downloading OBO ontologies in a variety o f  formats as well 
as the reports o f  ontologies. The data is derived automatically from the primary sources, 
available from the main OBO website.**
10Im age retrieved from http://am igo.geneontologv.org/cgi-b in /ain igo/go.cgi 
http:.//\v^vw.berkelevbop.org/ontologies/
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Figure 2.4 Interface of BBOP Portai*^
There are several disadvantages for portal annotation system such as BBOP Portal:
First o f all, regular users can only receive the information published by those groups, and 
are not able to donate their knowledge and collaborate with other users. There is no 
connection between users, and they are isolated with each other.
Secondly, bio informatics database resource groups publish the information on webpage 
o f portal. Portal is an inefficient way to publish information. Users have to check the 
portal on regular basis to make sure that they can get the latest update.
At last, the annotation information is in text format, and newly added information is 
mixed with the old one. Users have to download the annotation file and go through all the 
information and find out the updates by themselves.
2.2.5 Summary o f Existing Gene Ontology Annotation System Comparison
These five categories o f current gene ontology annotation system are compared in four 
criteria:
1. Check latest change inside GO file: to see if the GO annotation system indicate 
users which term in a gene ontology file is updated recently;
Im age retrieved from http://gauss.dbb.georgctow ii.edii/liblab/dvngo.htm l
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2. Automatic data retrieve: to check if the GO annotation system can retrieve GO 
data automatically for users instead o f letting them download from portals or FTP 
servers;
3. Notification for latest update: to see if  the GO annotation system can notify users 
whenever the update is available instead o f letting users check manually on a 
regular basis;
4. User collaboration: to see if the GO annotation system allows users to share their 
knowledge or experience and collaborate with each other.
With Web 2.0 technology, these criteria can be achieved, and they are 
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User Collaboration No No No No No
Table 2.1 Existing GO Annotation Systems Comparison Table
For all the reasons discussed above, a new generation o f gene ontology annotation system 
is very necessary to help biologists and make their work more efficient.
2.3 Towards Gene Ontology Annotation Support System for a learning Blog
There are many advantages o f weblogs being a Web-based Support System. Weblogs 
provide an excellent new channel for research discussion, communication, and 
collaboration. A Web-based research support system may gain from the diary feature in 
blogs to support researchers’ daily activities. Blogs also provide a new dissemination 
channel for research results. Blog data management include organizing, classifying, 
backup, and retrieving blog contents (Yao J. , Supporting Research with Weblogs: A 
Study on Web-based Research Support Systems, 2006).
Learning blogs are blogs used for collaborative learning either in public or among groups 
such as the Learning Blog by Alex Ragone (2005): Exploring Learning through 
BlogginglS. It is a learning blog specialized in web technologies. From the example, the 
difference between learning blogs and other blogs is the content. A learning blog has all 
the features a blog should have.
h ttp ://\\w w . learnina-blog.org/
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One o f the most innovative features o f the system developed in this thesis is taking the 
advantage from the new web teehnology to benefit Gene Ontology annotation. The idea 
is building the system on top o f a soeial blog. As mentioned in Chapter 1, social blog is a 
system that conneets distributed nodes through their relationship. With this eonnection, 
separated users ean be assoeiated to eollaborate with their work o f annotation. Gene 
Ontologies ean be annotated eollaboratively by people who registered to the blog instead 
o f by a eertain organization only.
To solve the disadvantages o f portal style annotation system mentioned in earlier seetion, 
a collaborative learning system based on Web 2.0 needs to be designed for Gene 
Ontology annotation. Sinee it is aimed to be a eollaborative e-learning system, users can 
share their resources and eollaborate with eaeh other for Gene Ontology annotation in 
real time without waiting for biomformaties database resource groups to publish. It is 
unneeessary for users to eheck the system on a regular basis any more. Semantic features 
o f the system ean record users’ interest over gene ontology eategories and notify them 
whenever a new annotation or new gene is available in any o f their interested eategories 
after subscribing to feeds. The annotation is no longer saved in format o f text, and it is in 
XML format with timestamp, in this way, users ean easily find the latest ehange without 
browsing through the entire annotation file. Moreover, the system also provides an 
effreient navigation to help users find out the gene ontology or annotation which match 
the navigation eommand inputted by them.
As for the disadvantages o f annotation systems with top-down seareh meehanism, gene 
ontology e-leammg annotation blog (GAS) introdueed in the thesis provides a more 
effreient and advaneed navigation engine with bottom-up mechanism. Therefore, users do 
not have to go through level by level from top to reaeh the data at the bottom to save the 
time spend on obtaining useful information.
To solve these disadvantages o f eurrent gene ontology annotation systems, a semantie 
collaborative blog system for gene learning objects called “Gene Annotation Semantic 
Blog” (GAS Blog) is developed in the thesis.
The features o f  GAS Blog are as followed;
•  Adding new gene ontology;
•  Annotating to existing gene ontology;
•  Easily displaying gene ontology term annotation whieh are added or modified 
recently;
•  Automatically displaying the information from gene ontology file on web pages;
•  Notifying users the reeent update o f their interest through RSS;
•  User collaboration;
•  Create learning object for each gene ontology term;
19
User FOAF network in order to make collaboration more efficient;
•  Bottom-up navigation mechanism for faster and more accurate and relevant 
search result.
2.3.1 GAS Blog Overal Architecture
GAS Blog is consisted by modules o f Learning Object Wrapper, Syndication Processor, 
GO Data Output processor. User Data Collector, GO Creator, Annotation Processor, 
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Figure 2.5 GAS Blog Overall Architecture
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•  GO Creator: GO Creator creates a new gene ontology according to data retrieved 
from users’ web browser;
•  Annotation Processor: Annotation Processor annotates to gene ontology according 
to data retrieved from users’ web browser;
•  User Data Collector: User Data Collector collects user information from users 
such as user name, email, interested gene ontology categories, groups willing to 
join, etc.;
•  Graphical FOAF Generator: Graphical FOAF Generator generates graphical 
FOAF network information;
GO & Annotation Connector: GO & Annotation Connector prepares data for 
Bottom-up search Processor by combining the information o f  gene ontology, 
annotation, and FOAF network;
•  Syndication Processor: Syndication Processor gets the well-wrapped data from 
Learning Object Wrapper and generates syndication for RSS aggregation;
•  GO Data Output Processor: GO Data Output Processor gets the data from gene 
ontology and annotation, and displays them on web page;
•  Learning Object Wrapper: Learning Object Wrapper gets the gene ontology and 
annotation data and wraps them as learning objects;
•  Bottom-up Search Processor: Bottom-up Search Processor searches through gene 
ontology, annotation, and FOAF network using bottom-up search mechanism 
basing on data prepared by Data Combination Module.
As shown in Figure 2.5, all the data in GAS Blog are stored in GO storage, annotation 
storage, and user data storage. Among them, GO storage and annotation is XML-based 
file format, and user data storage is in MySQL database. They are the core o f GAS Blog 
and as a media for different modules to exchange data, communicate and interact with 
each other.
GO Creator, Annotation Processor, User Data Collector, and FOAF Information 
Collector are inputting modules o f  GAS Blog. They collect data inputted by users and 
store them into related storage for other modules to use.
GO & Annotation Connector is a media module between data storage and output modules; 
it prepares the data from storage for output purpose. Graphical FOAF Generator, 
Syndication Processor, GO Data Output Processor, and Learning Object Wrapper are 
output modules o f GAS Blog. They make use o f data prepared by GO & Annotation 
Connector and deliver them to users.
21
Detailed architecture, usage scenario, and development o f most modules will be 
introduced in next chapter. Bottom-up Search Processor and Learning Object Wrapper 
will be discussed in Chapter 4.
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Chapter Three 
The Semantic Blog Support System Architecture
Collaborative Infrastructure for Sharing & Annotating Gene Learning Objects
Semantics Blogs are blogs enriched with semantic, machine-understandable metadata 
(Moller, Breslin, & Decker, 2005). It is an extension o f  regular blogs. As described in 
Chapter 2, current Gene annotation systems have the following disadvantages; they do 
not allow users to collaborate with each other; users can not communicate with each other; 
it is inefficient to publish information on them; it is difficult for users to find the latest 
annotations to existing genes; search mechanism is inefficient as well. To solve these 
disadvantages, a semantic collaborative blog system for gene learning objects called 
“Gene Annotation Semantic Blog” (GAS Blog) is developed alone with this thesis.
GAS Blog is built on a regular open source blog system -  WordPress and added with 
some semantic features such as describing regular Gene Ontologies as SCORM Learning 
Objects for collaboration, FOAF semantics. Syndication & Aggregation semantics, and 
bottom-up searching mechanism.
This chapter will focus on GAS Blog architecture and introduce its semantic features 
mentioned above in details. System requirements and installation instruction o f  GAS will 
be explained in Appendix A.
3.1 GAS Support System Design Criteria
Design criteria are one o f the important issues for a support system as Yao (2005) put 
it.Design criteria o f GAS can be summarized as follows:
•  System Users: GAS Support System is designed for gene ontology annotators and 
the people who wish to browse gene ontologies and their annotation as well as 
cooperate with others in a collaborative gene ontology support system.
•  Searching Information in Support System: GAS Support System includes a gene 
navigation service to allow users navigate gene ontology and annotation 
information through navigation command.
•  System User Management: users can be divided into three categories: firiends, 
users in the same group / research field, users firom different group / research field. 
Users can view their firiends’ information through a graphical FOAF network, 
collaborate with users in the same user group, and view other users’ work in GAS 
Support System.
•  Capability o f Giving Feedback in Support System: GAS Support System allows 
registered users to annotate or comment on existing gene ontologies and each 
gene ontology can have unlimited annotations or comments as research feedback 
in Support System.
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3.2 GAS Support System Requirements & Design Policies
According to features GAS Blog is planning to achieve, GAS Blog system requirements 
ean be summarized as below.
•  Data should be accompanied with machine-understandable metadata.
•  Users should be able to publish new blog entries and the content should be stored 
in the same schema structure.
•  Users should be able to annotate to existing blog resources or entries.
•  Users should be able to add others users as their friends.
Users should be able to create new user groups or join existing groups created by 
others for group-wise collaboration.
•  Other than group-wise collaboration, cross-groups collaboration should be 
enabled.
Aggregation should be customized to users personal interest, instead o f broadcast 
everything to everybody.
To meet those requirements, design policies are;
Integration of metadata and blog data. GAS Blog data should be stored along with 
metadata, whieh is in XML-based format files instead o f in database as regular blog 
systems.
Annotations and XML sequencing. Annotation facility should be developed for 
collaboration through GAS Blog. For maintenance reason, annotation should also be 
stored separately with original blog resources / learning objects, and XML sequencing 
connects annotations with the blog resources which they were annotated to.
Combination of blog system and FOAF network. FOAF network metadata should be 
added to annotation schema to indicate annotator information and group-wise 
collaboration.
Extended syndication feed. Syndication feed has become a popular way to deliver web 
contents with metadata to subscribers. Standard syndication schema only eontains the 
information for general purpose, and some important professional information might be 
missing during process o f delivery. However, XML-based syndieation feed is extendible. 
Extended syndication feeds brings more professional information than regular blog 
systems provide after embedding semantic metadata o f that research field into them, such 
as embedding Gene Ontology annotation metadata in this thesis.
Narrowcast -  customized aggregation. For a blog system, not all subscribers are 
interested in every piece o f information published on it. Broadcast may force users to 
receive the “junk” information and waste time on them. Narrowcast can be achieved by
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allowing subscribers customize categories o f information on GAS Blog, and only deliver 
the information o f their interests.
3.3 Selecting a Programming Framework for GAS Blog
After identifying system requirements o f GAS Blog, a programming fi-amework should 
be selected for implementation. Since GAS Blog is aimed to be a web application, only 
server side scripting languages programming fi-amework are considerable. Currently, 
dominant languages in this field are ASP, JSP, and PHP.
3.3.1 ASP
Active Server Pages (ASP) is Microsoft's first server-side script engine for dynamically- 
generated web pages. It was initially marketed as an add-on to Internet Information 
Services (IIS) via the Windows NT 4.0 Option Pack, but has been included as a fi-ee 
component o f Windows Server since the initial release o f  Windows 2000 Server. 
Programming ASP websites is made easier by various built-in objects. Each object 
corresponds to a group o f fi-equently-used functions useful for creating dynamic web 
pages. Mixing traditional ASP and Microsoft's .NET technology, ASP .NET allows web 
application to be more intelligent and complicated.*'*
Most ASP pages are written in VBScript, but any other Active Scripting engine can be 
selected such as Jscript (Microsoft's implementation o f  ECMAScript) and PerlScript (a 
derivative o f  Perl), and other third-party installable Active Scripting.*^
Although other Active Scripting engines strengthen ASP, the limitations o f  ASP are;
Cross system compatibility; ASP can be only run on server (IIS) with Windows 
operation systems, which build a barrier for Linux or UNIX servers.
Server ownership issues; ASP can be extended with many Active Scripting engines; 
however, this is only helpful to organizations that have their own servers. Most server 
hosting service providers only provide basic ASP with VBScript, and do not permit users 
to install Active Scripting engines for security concerns. Therefore, organizations that do 
not have their own servers can not benefit fi-om the extension o f active scripting engines.
3.3.2 JSP
JavaServer Pages (JSP) is a technology for developing web pages that include dynamic 
content. Unlike a plain HTML page, which contains static content that always remains 
the same, a JSP page can change its content based on any number o f  variable items, 
including the identity o f  the user, the user's browser type, information provided by the 
user, and selections made by the user (Bergsten, 2003).
http://cn.w ikipedia.org/w ikj/A ctive Scrver_Pagcs 
’ http://cn.w ikipedia.org/w iki/A ctive_Scrver Paacs
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Unlike ASP introduced above, JSP can run on server with various operation systems. 
However, the disadvantage o f JSP is that it is a heavy weight framework, and costly on 
hosting. A detractor o f the juggernaut might describe it as being for people with more 
money than sense.
3.3.3 PHP
PHP is a widely-used general-purpose scripting language that is especially suited for web 
development and can be embedded into HTML. It generally runs on a web server, taking 
PHP code as its input and creating web pages as output. It can be deployed on most web 
servers and on almost every operating system and platform free o f charge.*^
Like JSP, PHP is system independent as well; it runs on servers o f different operations 
systems. The big difference between JSP and PHP is that PHP is a light weight open 
source framework. Implementation o f  PHP is more direct-forward than JSP and there are 
a lot free or low cost hosting service available for organisations who do not have their 
own server and do not want to spend a fortune on it.
3.3.4 Comparison o f Programming Framework
According to the brief description o f  each framework, cross system compatibility and 
especially server ownership issues make ASP not a good choice for GAS Blog. On the 
first thought, JSP meets the requirements for developing GAS Blog; however, the hosting 
service cost should also be concerned and heavy weight framework may cost more 
development effort than light weight framework — PHP. After all the consideration, PHP 
is the best choice for GAS Blog. Comparison o f these programming frameworks is 
summarized into the following table.
ASP JSP PSP
( ross-Svsitm Yes 1
Framework Size Heavy-weight Heavy-weight Light-weight
Low . . . .  j
License Freeware Freeware Open Source
Table 3.1 Programming Framework Comparison Table 
3.4 Selecting a Weblog Platform for GAS Blog
There are two ways to build a weblog system: developed from scratch or modify from an 
existing open source blog system. The latter is a wiser option since the former takes more 
time and efforts on development.




There are hundreds o f  blog platform on markets now. However, blog systems that can be 
used to build GAS Blog MUST meet the following requirements:
•  Open source. GAS Blog is not a regular blog, although it is built on one. There 
are many features to be added, and only open source projects are allowed to be 
modified.
•  Written in PHP. As introduced in earlier section o f this chapter, GAS Blog should 
be developed in PHP, which means the weblog platform needs to be written in the 
same web scripting language or programming framework.
•  Lightweight blogging system. A lightweight blogging system requires less 
development efforts. As mentioned earlier in this thesis, GAS Blog is a blog 
system for gene annotation with semantic features. Therefore, the blogging 
system it build on does not have to be the most powerfiil system or a complete 
website solution, but serves GAS Blog development requirements and design 
policies well.
Currently, there are hundreds o f  weblogs or blogging systems on market. Among them, 
the most famous and popular ones are: Blogger, MSN Space, Movable Type, Expression 
Engine, WordPress, etc.
3.4.1 Blogger & MSN Spaces
Blogger and MSN Spaces are both free blog service through the Internet. Blogger and 
MSN Spaces can be discussed together here because they have the same reason for not 
being able to be used to build GAS Blog. Although they are provided by different 
organizations, they are similar in essence. They are both free blogs but only free for users 
to use. People can register to them and publish information through them conveniently. 
The fatal limitation o f them is that there is no way to access the source code o f  them 
legally and modify the code to meet the requirements o f  building GAS Blog.
3.4.2 Movable Type
Movable Type is a free weblog publishing system**. It is mostly written in Perl with some 
PHP. As a weblog platform, it has all the features as other regular blog systems, blogging, 
entries management, weblog theme template, archiving, commenting, plug-in support, etc. 
On the other hand, it is system-independent that can be installed on servers with various 
operation systems installed.
Since Movable Type is written in both Perl and PHP, communication between two 
languages may cause some problems, and standard PHP does not support the interaction 
with Perl code, under this situation, additional libraries need to be installed. As discussed 
in the section o f ASP, web hosting service providers, especially free or low cost providers,
' httn://en.w:ikipedia.or»/wiki/M ovable T ype
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not always have additional libraries installed. For organizations without their own servers, 
this may cause other problems when they looking for a web hosting service in the future.
3.4.3 ExpressionEngine / pMachine
ExpressionEngine is a Content Management System (CMS). It is available in a free 
“Core Version”, and in both “Personal” and “Commercial” versions after paying a one­
time fee. As a CMS, ExpressionEngine is an excellent and powerful entire website 
solution ineluding blog, forum, and wiki, however, forum and wiki is only provided to 
personal and eommereial users with purehasing.
ExpressionEngine is great, but this does not mean it is the best ehoice for building GAS 
Blog. As diseussed in earlier section, GAS Blog is intended to be a blog system, not a 
eomplete website, and powerful platform ExpressionEngine may be too heavy and too 
eomplieate for GAS Blog, whieh require more development efforts during the 
implementation.
3.4.4 WordPress
WordPress, written in PHP and supported by MySQL database, is a state-of-the-art 
semantie personal publishing platform with a foeus on web standards, and usability^®. As 
a weblog platform, it also has all the features as other regular blog systems, blogging, 
entries management, weblog theme template, arehiving, eommenting, plug-in support, ete.
From the view o f users, it is very similar to Movable Type. Aetually they are comparably 
similar in most fields except Movable is partially written in PHP and WordPress is built 
on pure PHP. Different from ExpressionEngine, WordPress is a blog-only lightweight 
system, whieh would save some development efforts eomparing to ExpressionEngine.
So far, WordPress meets all the requirements for seleeting a blog platform for GAS Blog: 
open souree, written in PHP, and a lightweight system. It is easy to install and eonfigure. 
Other than that, WordPress is popular with detailed development doeumentations and 
free supports from many other developers all over the world. These two advantages are 
espeeially important for modifying open souree during the implementation o f GAS Blog. 
Therefore, it is the best choice to be the weblog platform for building GAS Blog.
3.4.5 Comparison o f Popular Weblog Platforms
According to the description o f  each weblog platforms, no legal aeeess to souree code 
makes Blogger and MSN Spaee not good choices for GAS Blog. As for Moveable Type, 
it is a similar platform to WordPress in most fields, however, being eoded in Perl makes 
it not a good choiee for system owners who do not have their own servers due to its 
requirement for installing additional libraries and standard PHP does not support Perl. 
ExpressionEngine is an excellent platform as itself; however, it is not lightweight enough
http://en.wikipedia.ora'w iki/Expres.sionEngine
h ttD.//word press, ora'
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since it is a content management system rather than a blog-only platform. To build GAS 
Blog on ExpressionEngine, efforts on implementation would cost more than on a blog 
purpose only system such as WordPress. Comparison o f these weblog platforms is 
summarized into the following table.
Web Scripting Language License Comments
= - Nci acSEE lO SvLtfdC- ÈQSE. ; =
MSN Space N.A. Free Free to use
No access to source code
Movable I'vpe Miisil\ IVrl • Sunic i'lll’ Open Siuirci:
ExpressionEngine PHP Open Source Free with core features
/ pMachine & Partially Free More features for purchasing
-\W râPrevs ■ -
Table 3.2 Weblog Platforms Comparison Table 
3.5 Selecting Learning Object Metadata Standard
GAS Blog is mainly designed to be a web application for Gene Ontology annotation. In 
GAS Blog system, each blog post/entry is considered as a learning object for web 
collaboration. Learning Objects Model is essential for treating blog entries as learning 
objects. Currently, the popular Learning Object Metadata standards available are 
SCORM and CanCore.
SCORM references a number o f specifications and guidelines to create a multi­
dimensional reference model. Significantly, this reference model includes a "content 
aggregation model", and has been developed in the context o f military and training 
applications. The CanCore metadata profile addresses only one o f the many 
specifications referenced by SCORM — namely, the IMS metadata specification. CanCore, 
moreover, has been developed in the context o f public and continuing education needs 
and requirements. (Friesen, 2004)
Currently, CanCore metadata is being used to describe and classify content that would be 
identified in the SCORM content aggregation model as "Raw Media." In compliance with 
SCORM, the CanCore element set includes all 11 elements that SCORM identifies as 
mandatory for Raw Media materials. (Friesen, 2004)
In summary, SCORM is more flexiable and has a wider range o f usage than CanCore, 
which is helpful for describing various type o f resources as Learning Object and future 
upgrade. Moreover, SCORM is widely used all over the world, and CanCore is mostly 
used in Canada. Due to these consideration, SCORM will be used to wrape/describe gene
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ontologies as Learning Objects in GAS Blog. SCORM will be introduced in later section 
o f this chapter.
3.6 Adding Semantics into GAS Blog
There are some levels o f semantics added on top o f blog platform -  WordPress which 
was selected from earlier section in this chapter, to make GAS Blog intelligent and 
semantic; Gene Ontology semantics, SCORM semantics, FOAF semantics and 
syndication and aggregation semantics.
Before adding these semantics into GAS Blog system to make it semantical, there are two 
more questions need to be answered:
1. Where to publish semantics.
2. What format they should be published in.
3.6.1 Where to Publish Semantics
Before adding semantics into GAS Blog, the first question is not how to add but where to 
add. Let’s start from the reason why semantics should be added to GAS Blog.
Semantics should be added to GAS Blog for increasing the machine readability o f 
information transferred over network. For this reason, information carrier should be in a 
format which is convenient to exchange through Internet, be easy to extend for specific 
data about genes and annotations, and be a widely accepted standard on Internet, so there 
is no additional software to install on clients/computers for the data delivery. 
Requirements o f  semantics carrier can be summarized as follows.
•  A convenient format to exchange data on Internet.
•  A format which is easy to extend.
•  A format with widely accepted standard on Internet.
Currently, syndication feeds are the major method to deliver the latest blog posts or 
comments to subscribers. XML-based feeds such as RSS and Atom meet all the 
semantics carrier requirements. They are originally designed for exchanging data on 
Internet, free to extend to deliver any information with related schemas, and they are 
primary standards in this field.
3.6.2 Selecting a Format to Publish Semantics
After deciding where to publish semantics in GAS Blog, a format should also be selected. 
Syndication feeds can be divided into three popular formats with their own schema: RSS 
1.0, RSS 2.0, and Atom. Although these three formats all meet the requirements of 
semantics carrier described in former section, there are still some differences among them.
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RSS 1.0, standing for Rich Site Summary, is a RDF format^*. It is a lightweight 
multipurpose extensible metadata description and syndication format (Domfest, 2000).
RSS 2.0, standing for Really Simple Syndication, is based on XML format. It is a 
simplified syndication feed format comparing to RSS 1.0^^. Building upon previous 
versions o f RSS, RSS 2.0 is backward compatible with previous versions (Lewin, 2003). 
The greatest change from RSS 1.0 to RSS 2.0 is the ability to extend the format using 
namespaces. RSS 2.0 supports namespaces, a standardized approach to add elements. 
Feeds can contain new elements if  they are defined in a namespace (Lewin, 2003).
Atom is an XML language used for web feeds, while the Atom Publishing Protocol 
(short AtomPub or APP) is a simple HTTP-based protocol for creating and updating web 
resources.^*
3.6.2.1 Comparison o f Syndication Feeds’ Format
Among these three feed formats, RSS 1.0 and Atom is RDF-XML style, and RSS 2.0 is 
pure XML, which is much simpler on syntax than the other two. However, RSS 2.0 is not 
RDF-XML style, RDF metadata still can be embedded into it and deliver through 
network, which makes RSS 2.0 more flexible than RSS 1.0 and Atom.
Another reason for choosing RSS 2.0 is that there is an existing learning objects metadata 
in RSS 2.0 formats but not a schema in the other two formats available on market yet. 
GAS Blog will wrap genes and their annotation information into Learning Objects, 
embed Learning Object Metadata into syndication feed, and deliver them through Internet. 
Therefore, Learning Object Metadata is crucial in consideration o f which formats should 
be used in GAS Blog.
Because o f the reasons discussed above, GAS Blog embeds semantical information into 
RSS 2.0, and deliver them during process o f syndication. After deciding where to publish 
semantics and which format to publish semantics, the next question is how to add them to 
GAS Blog.
3.6.3 Adding Gene Ontology Semantics to GAS Blog
The primary purpose o f GAS Blog is for gene annotation. Gene Ontology semantics is 
the first semantical features being added to the system.
Gene Ontology (GO) is a controlled vocabulary which is used to describe the biology o f a 
gene product in any organism^'*. It is built up by blocks o f information, and the blocks are 
called terms. Each term is an entry to Gene Ontology. In GAS Blog, Gene Ontology is 
displayed on term basis, and each term is treated as a blog entry.
http://en.wikiD edia.org/wiki/RSS (file  forinat)
■“ http:,7cn.w ikiD edia.org/w iki/R SS (file  form at) 
http://en.wikiDedia.org./wiki/Atom tstandard! 
h ttD://www. veastgen cine, org/h elp/gotutorial .litml
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3.6.3.1 Gene Ontology Term
Gene Ontology term is consisted by the following information: id: a unique numerical 
identifier o f  the form. For example: “MA: 0000001” is the id for a GO in category o f 
Adult Mouse Anatomy; name: GO term name; synonym: other names o f the GO term; 
and relationship. GO terms are linked together by relationship. There are five different 
kind o f relationship among GO terms:
•  is a: The is_a relationship is a simple class-subclass relationship, where A is a B 
means that A is a subclass o f B; for example, nuclear chromosome is a 
chromosome.^^
•  part of: The part o f relationship is slightly more complex; C part o f  D means 
that whenever C is present, it is always a part o f D, but C does not always have to 
be present. An example would be periplasmic fiagellum part o f periplasmic 
space.^®
•  regulates, positively regulates and negatively regulates : The regulates,
positively regulates and negatively regulates relationships describe interactions 
between biological processes and other biological processes, molecular functions 
or biological qualities. When a biological process E regulates a function or a 
process F, it modulates the occurrence o f F. I f  F is a biological quality, then E 
modulates the value o f F. An example o f the regulation o f a biological process 
would be the term regulation o f  transcription. When regulation o f transcription 
occurs, it always alters the rate, extent or frequency at which a gene is 
transcribed.^^
3.6.3.2 Gene Ontology Format
There are two major types o f Gene Ontology format:
1. OBO, a plain text format.
2. XML based formats such as GO RDF-XML format, OBO XML format and 
OWL format.
Between the formats above, plain text format obo is deprecated. It is difficult to query 
through, troublesome to find out the latest change to the file, and it is not a standard 
format for storing or displaying data on web pages. Based on these reasons, GAS Blog 
uses a XML based format Gene Ontology called OBO XML which is generated by Perl 
script from obo format.
httpi/Zw-ww.geneontologv.org/G O .doc.shtinl 
http:/7www.geneontologv.org;'G Q.doc.shtinl 
httn://w w w .geneontologv.org/G O .doc.shtm l
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In OBO XML file, GO terms are defined as a XML node <term> with following children: 
id -  a unique identity for the term; name -  name o f term; def -  term definition; 
relationship -  term relationship with other terms; namespace -  a namespace refers to the 



















3.6.4 Adding Gene Annotation Semantics to GAS Blog
Annotation is the process o f  assigning GO terms to gene products (GeneOntology.org, 
2007). Each annotation o f  Gene Ontology must include an evidence code to indicate how 
the annotation to a particular term is supported. The available evidence codes are: (Guide 
to GO Evidence Codes)
1. Experimental Evidence Codes:
EXP: Inferred from Experiment 
IDA: Inferred from Direct Assay
IPI: Inferred from Physical Interaction 
IMP: Inferred from Mutant Phenotype 
IGI: Inferred from Genetic Interaction 
lEP: Inferred from Expression Pattern
2. Computational Analysis Evidence Codes
ISS: Inferred from Sequence or Structural Similarity 
ISO: Inferred from Sequence Orthology
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ISA: Inferred from Sequence Alignment
ISM: Inferred from Sequence Model
IGC: Inferred from Genomic Context
RCA: inferred from Reviewed Computational Analysis
3. Author Statement Evidence Codes 
TAS: Traceable Author Statement 
NAS: Non-traceable Author Statement
4. Curator Statement Evidence Codes 
IC: Inferred by Curator
ND: No biological Data available
5. Automatically-assigned Evidence Codes 
lEA: Inferred from Electronic Annotation
6. Obsolete Evidence Codes 
NR: Not Recorded
For easy maintenance o f original GO files, annotation information is stored in separated 
XML files with same file base name and different extension. This is also called 
sequential XML. To connect a GO annotation with GO term assigned to it, GAS Blog 
system uses XPointer to identify the original GO file location and id o f GO term that 
annotation is assigned to.
An annotation node contains attributes XPointer type and href to point to a GO term, and 
the following children: evidence code: evidence code of annotation; content: annotation 
content; fbaf: FOAF network information o f annotator; timestamp: time o f annotation. A 
sample GO annotation is given below.
<annotation type="simple" href-"http://localhost/wordpress/wp- 













' </annotation> !I___________________________________________________________   '
3.6.5 Adding SCORM Semantics to GAS Blog
SCORM, or Shareable Content Object Reference Model, is a compilation o f technical 
specifications for web-based e-leaming^*. One o f the primary purposes o f  the SCORM 
standards is to define interoperability between learning content and learning management 
systems. Through SCORM conformance, content packages and learning managements 
systems together achieve such interoperability.^®
GAS Blog uses SCORM standard to syndicate Gene Ontology terms which are wrapped 
as Learning Objects. In SCORM, Learning Objects are described by manifest file. 
Manifest file is a XML based file that describes the learning objects’ package and its 
contents. It includes the information about identifier, version, schema, resources and 
organization. Manifest node contains the following children to carry Learning Objects 
information: metadata -  manifest schema and its version; organizations -  activities o f  the 
Learning Object; Resources -  Learning Object resources.
SCORM manifest standard is used in Gene Ontology Navigation for displaying search 
results. A sample metadata of SCORM manifest is listed as below.
<?.xml version--"! . 0" encoding="UTF-8 " ?>




xmlns : arilseq="http: //www. adlnet. org/xsd/adlseq_vlp3" 
xmlns : inisss="http: //www. imsglobal. org/xsd/imsss" 
xmlns : lo;m="http : //Itsc. ieee. org/xsd/LOM" 
xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2GDI/XMLSchema-instance" 
xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.imsglobal.org/xsd/imscp_vlpl 
imscp_vlpl.xsd http ://www.adlnet.org/xsd/adlcp_vlp3 
adlcp_vlp3.xsd http://www.adlnet.org/xsd/adlnav_vlp3 
adlnav_vlp3.xsd http ://www.adlnet.org/xsd/adlseq_vlp3 
adlseq_vlp3.xsd http ://www.imsglobal.org/xsd/imsss 







<organization identifier="ORG-CARO" stmeture="hierarchical"> 
<title>Activity Tree</title>
<item identifier="ACT-CARO:0000000" identifierref="RES- 
CARO:0000000">
" http:/7m vw.scorm sQft.com /scorm /overview  



















<lom:string language="en">Biological entity that is 
either an individual member of a biological species or constitutes 



















In GAS Blog, each entry is a Learning Object. However, syndication feed standard does 
not carry any information specifically for Learning Objects since standard RSS only 
contains metadata o f channels and does not carry Learning Object Metadata (LOM) 
which is necessary for other Learning Management Systems (LMS) to read Learning 
Objects.
To make RSS carry LOM, it should be extended with LOM schema. A RSS format for 
Learning Object Metadata (RSS-LOM) is defined by Stephen Downes (Downes, 2003). 
This format enables RSS to exchange LOM on network. This format (RSS-LOM) makes 
it possible to distribute learning objects to courses without having to depend on the 
content libraries provided by a learning management system; it also will allow authors to
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distribute learning objects without having to work through an intermediary such as a 
publisher (Harrsch, 2003).
RSS-LOM includes metadata in following categories:
•  General Metadata: LO identifier, language, title, description, keyword, coverage, 
structure, and aggregation level (Harrsch, 2003);
•  Lifecycle Metadata: RSS version, status, and contribute; Metadata such as 
Metadata identifier, schema, contribute, and language (Harrsch, 2003);
•  Technical Metadata: RSS format, size, location, operation system and browser 
requirement, installation remarks, other platform requirement, and duration 
(Harrsch, 2003);
•  LO educational Metadata: interactivity type, learning resource type, interactivity 
level, semantic density, intended end user role, context, typical age range, 
difficulty, typical learning time, description, language (Harrsch, 2003);
•  LO Rights: cost, copyright and other restrictions, and description (Harrsch, 2003);
•  Relation Metadata: relation (Harrsch, 2003);
•  Annotation Metadata: annotation (Harrsch, 2003);
•  Classification Metadata: LO classification, prerequisite, educational objective, 
accessibility restrictions, educational level, skill level, security level, and 
competency (Harrsch, 2003).
<dc: identifier>MA: 0000001</dc; identifier:>< !-- post id-->
<dc;title>Mouse Anatomy</dc:t i t l e X !-- post t i t le — >
<dc:language>en</dc:language>
<dc:description>mouse anatomy is usually found on 
mouse</dc:description>
<dc:subject>/anatomy/adult_mouse_anatomy</dc:subject>























3.6.6 Adding FOAF Semantics to GAS Blog
Friend o f a Friend (FOAF) is a machine-readable ontology describing persons, their 
activities and their relations to other people and objects. Anyone can use FOAF to 
describe him or herself. FOAF allows groups o f people to describe social networks 
without the need for a centralised database.*®
In GAS Blog, FOAF is embedded into annotation XML fragment as a child to carry 
annotators’ information. Each FOAF node contains the information o f annotator/author id, 
annotator/author name, and group(s) the annotator/author joined. A sample FOAF 




<group id="6”>Group 1</group) 
</groups)
</foaf>
With similar idea on integrating Learning Object metadata to RSS, RSS-FOAF is 
introduced by Johannes Ernst to allow RSS carry FOAF metadata (Ernst, 2005). The 
following tags are extended by RSS-FOAF:
•  rss-foaf:type -  this tag indicates that an RSS item should be treated as 
representing a Person or other entity with whom the individual exporting the 
extended RSS feed has a relationship with (Ernst, n.d.);
•  rss-foaf:group -  this tag indicates that an RSS item should be treated as 
representing a social group, as seen from the perspective o f the individual 
exporting the extended RSS feed (Ernst, n.d.);
•  rss-foaf:rel -  this tag may be contained by RSS items that represent a Person or 
other entity with whom the individual has a relationship with (Ernst, n.d.).
[ <rss-foaf: type name="admin"/>
I <rss-foaf : group name="/anatomy/adult_mouse_anatomy"/;
I <rss-foaf:rel
30 http:,7en. w ikinedia.org/wiki/FO AF_ (softw are)
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3.6.7 Syndication & Aggregation Semantics o f GAS Blog
As mentioned in Chapter 1, RSS is widely used to syndicate blog information through 
Internet. Users can subscribe to RSS feed and receive notice o f news. In GAS Blog, 
syndication can be considered as the output o f the system. It integrates metadata o f  Gene 
Ontologies, SCORM Learning Object, and FOAF together, and delivers them to end 
clients to aggregate in format o f RSS 2.0.
Most regular blog systems use broadcast as the way o f syndication. They send everything 
to everybody who subscribed, without considering whether the subscribers like it or not. 
Instead o f broadcasting, GAS Blog uses a more semantical way to do the job -  
narrowcasting. GAS Blog allows subscribers to customize their interested categories o f 
gene. After saving their interests to the system, GAS Blog would narrowcast information 
about new annotation or newly found Gene Ontologies to subscribers who show their 
interests to the gene categories with the integrated metadata mentioned in earlier section 
o f  this chapter.
Narrowcasting is a better way for syndication comparing to broadcasting for the 
following reasons. First o f all, it decreases the unnecessary information transferring over 
network and saves subscribers’ time and effort to classify and delete them. On the other 
hand, it is more intelligent and semantical than broadcasting.
A sample RSS generated by GAS Blog is given below.









.xmlns ; lom-life="http; //kmr. nada. kth. se/el/ims/schemas/lom- 
lifecycle"






xmlns:lom-rights = "http ://kmr.nada.kth.se/el/ims/schemas/lom- 
rights")
<channel)
<title)LU Gene Annotation Semantic Blog</title)
<link>http://localhos t/wordpress</link)
< de scrip ti on >Wei Yuan ' s Thesis-; / description)













<dc: annotator>admin</d c :annotator>
<!-- FOAF Bect±on-->
<rss-foaf : type name=''admin"/>
<rss-foaf: group name="/anatomy/adult_mouse_anatomy"/>
<rss-foaf : rel to=''userl" / >
<!-- leaLxrninĝ  object section — >
<dc: identifier>MA: OOOOOOK/dc: identifierX !—  post id— >
<dc:title>Mouse Anatomy</dc:titlex!—  post title-->
<dc:language>en</dc:language>

























<dc : rights>RightsBroker : RightsModel</dc : rights!»
</item>
< / c h a n n e l >
</rss>
3.7 Overall Architecture
As mentioned at the beginning o f this chapter, current gene annotation systems do not 
allow users to collaborate with each other; it is inefficient to publish information on them; 
it is difficult for users to find the latest annotations to existing genes; and search 
mechanism is inefficient as well.
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Under this situation, GAS Blog is developed to solve the disadvantages o f  existing gene 
annotation systems. The purpose o f GAS Blog system is to help biologist to share their 
research or finding.
As mentioned by the end o f  Chapter 2 and displayed in Figure 3.1, GAS Blog is 




















Figure 3.1 GAS Blog Overall Architecture
GO Creator: GO Creator creates a new gene ontology according to data retrieved 
fi-om users’ web browser;
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•  Annotation Processor: Annotation Processor annotates to gene ontology according 
to data retrieved from users’ web browser;
•  User Data Collector: User Data Collector collects user information from users 
such as user name, email, interested gene ontology categories, groups willing to 
join, etc.;
•  Graphical FOAF Generator: Graphical FOAF Generator generates graphical 
FOAF network information;
•  GO & Annotation Connector: GO & Annotation Connector prepares data for 
Bottom-up search Processor by combining the information o f Gene Ontology, 
annotation, and FOAF network;
•  Syndication Processor: Syndication Processor gets the well-wrapped data from 
Learning Object Wrapper and generate syndication for RSS aggregation;
•  GO Data Output Processor: GO Data Output Processor gets the data from Gene 
Ontology and annotation, and display them on web page;
•  Learning Object Wrapper: Learning Object Wrapper gets the Gene Ontology and 
annotation data and wrap them as Learning Objects;
•  Bottom-up Search Processor: Bottom-up Search Processor searches through Gene 
Ontology, annotation, and FOAF network using bottom-up search mechanism 
basing on data prepared by Data Combination Module.
As shown in Figure 3.1, all the data in GAS Blog are stored in GO storage, annotation 
storage, and user data storage. Among them, GO storage and annotation is XML-based 
file format, and user data storage is in MySQL database. They are the core o f GAS Blog 
and the media for different modules to exchange data, communicate and interact with 
each other.
GO Creator, Annotation Processor, User Data Collector, and FOAF Information 
Collector are inputting modules o f  GAS Blog. They collect data inputted by users and 
store them into related storage for other modules to use.
GO & Annotation Connector is a media module between data storage and output modules; 
it prepares the data from storage for output purpose. Graphical FOAF Generator, 
Syndication Processor, GO Data Output Processor, and Learning Object Wrapper are 
output modules o f  GAS Blog. They make use o f  data prepared by GO & Annotation 
Connector and deliver them to users.
Among these modules. Learning Object Wrapper and Bottom-up Search Processor will 
be explained stand-alone in next chapter.
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3.8 Overall GAS Architecture Class/Module UML
Figure 3.2 shows an overall GAS architecture in class/module UML diagram. It 
illustrates the major classes with their methods for implementing every module 
introduced in last section.
Implementation details o f  each class/module in 
sections o f  this chapter.
Figure 3.2 will be explained in later
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Figure 3.2 Overall GAS Architecture Class/Module UML
3.9 GAS Blog Usage Scenario
For better description of GAS Blog architecture, this chapter starts with introducing GAS 
Blog usage scenario to deliver a clear image on what GAS Blog can do and how to 
operate it. The implementation and develop information o f will be discussed in following 
sections o f this chapter on module basis.
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3.9.1 Displaying Gene Ontology Term
GAS Blog loads Gene Ontology from OBO XML file into web pages for blog users to 
view in their browsers. Gene Ontology is categorised on a list, and users can choose a 
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Figure 3.3 Gene Ontology Term Displaying & Browsing Page
3.9.2 Adding New Gene Ontology Term
Other than browsing existing GO terms, GAS Blog also allows registered users to add 
new found Gene Ontology terms. After filling the form for adding new GO term, blog 
system construct a new obo xml node for the term, append it to the original GO file, and 
also have a backup in a separated obo xml file. The reason to have a backup is for 
syndication o f new GO terms through RSS. In regular GO term, there is no information 
about when terms are created, and RSS syndication relies on time to notice subscribed 
users. Backup o f newly added GO terms recorded this information for easier syndication.
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On the following form being used to add new GO term, ID is not editable and generated 







Figure 3.4 Add New Gene Ontology Form
3.9.3 Annotating Gene Ontology
GAS Blog allows registered users to annotate on Gene Ontology terms. After login the 
blog system successfully, user has to choose a GO term to annotate, fill an annotation 
form and submit annotation. Users can also upload an image with annotation.
In the text field o f “Evidence Code”, GAS Blog pops out the possible evidence code 
dynamically according to the first few letters users typed in, and users can choose any 
one o f them by clicking the popped-out evidence code, or users can also use an evidence 
code that is not in the list by keeping typing in the text field and ignoring the tips 
provided by GAS Blog.
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Add a Annotaion
Logged in as admin. Logout »
I Evidence Code
[ Browse . | _ j. • ,ad an image
SutmrtAnnotaton
Figure 3.5 Annotation Form
3.9.4 Creating User Group
In GAS Blog, users can create groups so other users can join, share knowledge and 
collaborate with each other. To create a new group, users need to go to page “Site 
Admin” and select tab “Users” to edit user, under section “group”, input a group name 
and click the link “Add a new group”. If the group name is not used by other groups, a 
new group with inputted name can be created successfully.
Add a  new group
Figure 3.6 Group Operation GUI -  Adding New Group
3.9.5 Joining User Group
In GAS Blog, users can also join the existing groups. On the same section o f “Creating 
User Group”, all available groups over GAS Blog will be listed as checkboxes, and 
checked groups indicate that the user is already in that group. Users can join the groups 
they like by checking the group name, or quit the groups they already joined by un­





Add a new group
Figure 3.7 Group Operation GUI
3.9.6 Adding Friends
In GAS Blog, users can add other users as their friend in a FOAF network. To do this, 
users need to go to page “Site Admin” and choose tab “Users” to edit user, and there is a
section for users to add friends as Figure 3.8. After inputting the friend’s user name on
GAS Blog, friendship between them will be created in the FOAF network.
Add Friend: Input the user name of user, and become friend.
,__ ,      , Add Friend
Figure 3.8 Friendship Management GUI
3.9.7 Viewing Graphical FOAF Network
GAS Blog treats registered users as a member o f  its FOAF network, in this way users can 
collaborate with each other more convenient than usual weblogs. The blog allows users to 
create groups or join existing ones.
Blog users can also view FOAF network graphically. Graphical FOAF Network displays 
all the friendship inside the blog, which makes the blog a FOAF Network. Registered 
users to the blog can make friends with other users by inputting the user name as Figure
3.8 shows.
A sample Graphical FOAF network is given below in Figure 3.9. Each person icon 
represents a registered user o f  the blog with their user name displayed beside the icon. 
Users in the same group are drawn in the same colour o f frame around person icon. A 
tooltip will popup on the picture with information of name, group, and interested 
categories when mouse hover on a user icon. The straight line is used to indicate the 
friendships between two users. A tooltip will also popup to display the information o f 






Figure 3.9 Graphical FOAF Network
3.9.8 GAS Blog Syndication & Aggregation
There are two syndication feeds in GAS Blog, “New Proteins RSS” and “Annotation 
RSS”. The former is for syndicating newly added gene ontology and the latter is for gene 
ontology annotation. These two syndication feeds are the same to subscribe to. To 
subscribe to any one o f  them, users have to login first. On the right side bar o f  main page 
o f GAS Blog, click the link o f “New Proteins RSS” or “Annotation RSS”. Another way 
to subscribe to a feed is copying the link address and adding it to users’ aggregator.
, N e Ed* View, -  : tc ry  F h ttp ./ 'locdthost/w ordpres^w p-irtcfuc ▼
I
"-«ed b p 'io n i  »  
Saved Articles
All Aril li's
Gene Annotation Semantic BlOg
G l  You are prevm^ng this feed. Ock the Subscrte button to
autonratScaly recave new content and nottfications when avala We. 
You can also drag the Subscrbe button to any folder in the Feeds
Mouse Anatomy by admin at Wed Jun 1115:43:41 EDT 2008
1 7 , 2 0 0 8 a t U : l l P M
annotatksi from gron> 1
Figure 3.10 Syndication Feeds in Aggregator
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3.10 GAS Blog Detailed Architecture
After introducing GAS Blog usage scenario, this section discusses development and 
implementation o f  each module. In GAS Blog, users can browse gene ontology terms, 
add new gene ontology terms, annotate to existing gene ontology terms, syndicate new 
gene ontology terms or annotation o f existing ones, view FOAF user network graphically, 
and navigate through gene ontology terms which will be introduced separately in next 
chapter.
3.10.1 Browsing Gene Ontology
In GAS Blog, all the Gene Ontology data is stored in XML based "obo xml" file. GAS 
Blog system parses data from GO file and displays them as blog entry.
As the diagram below, the GAS system categorizes all Gene Ontology and lists the 
categories for users to choose. After selecting a category to view, GAS Blog parse GO 
terms saved in obo xml file o f the selected category and display terms on web as blog 




Pa-se GO terms 
of seJeded category
Figure 3.11 Sequential Diagram of Parsing GO Terms 
3.10.2 Adding New Gene Ontology Term
Information o f newly added GO terms is appended to GO file with other terms and 
backup in a separated obo xml file with timestamp for future use o f  syndicating newly 
terms.
As Figure 3.12, registered users have to select a category to add the new GO term. Blog 
generates a unique ID for the new GO term according to the ID naming rule. After filling
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the form o f adding new GO term, GAS Blog constructs the new GO term in obo xml 
format, appends it into the GO file o f selected category, and creates a backup for the term 
as described in earlier section in this chapter.
Wébiôd System
Geiwrati a w lqim  ID
A^pand DO terra to 
Category “ CARO"
I
S e lert«egofy "CARO" 
To add new GO term
Fill add GO terra forra and 
Submit new term
tiskr2




Vïiw GO terra m 
category "CARO"
/'v iew  all GO terra in '  
Category “CARO" 
(ncturihr  ̂t ie  one 
added ty  Userl
Figure 3.12 Sequential Diagram of Adding New GO Term
3.10.3 Annotating Gene Ontology Term
As Figure 3.13, registered users have to select the category and term before annotating. 
After filling the form for annotating term, GAS Blog system writes annotation 
information in the format described earlier in this chapter. Annotation can be viewed by 
other users if  they browse the same term.
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FBI srsfiotstiofi fetwi and 
Submi annotattoiri
Select term vwth 
ID “CARCkOOOOOO)'
In Category “CARO' 
to annotate
Figure 3.13 Sequential Diagram of Annotation 
3.10.4 Syndication o f Newly Added Gene Ontology Term
As described in earlier section o f  this chapter, narrowcasting is used to syndicate newly 
added GO terms to registered users who shows interest to their categories. A lth o u ^  
registered users are from various groups, syndication o f  newly added GO term is based 
on users’ interest rather than groups.
For example, U lG l, U2G1, and U3G1 are GAS users from “Group 1” and U1G2 is from 
“Group 2”. Among them, U lG l ,  U2G1, and U1G2 showed interest in the same 
categories Adult Mouse Anatomy. At one time, U lG l  adds a new GO term to category 
Adult Mouse Anatomy. After U l G l  adding the new term, U3G1 adds interest to category 
Adult Mouse Anatomy. However, GAS Blog only notiees U lG l ,  U2G1, and U1G2 about 
the new term through RSS beeause U3G1 adds interest after U lG l  adding the new GO 
term. At another time, U2G1 eaneelled the interest in eategory Adult Mouse Anatomy, 
and U lG l  adds another new term to eategory Adult Mouse Anatomy. At this time, U lG l ,  
U3G1, and U1G2 get the notiee from GAS Blog, since U2G1 eaneelled the interest in 
this eategory. Figure 3.14 shows the example in a sequential diagram.
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Figure 3.14 Sequential Diagram of Syndicating Newly Added GO Terms 
3.10.5 Syndication o f Annotation
The process o f  syndicating annotation is similar to the syndication o f  newly added GO 
term. It narrow-casts to registered users who showed interest in category the annotation 
belongs to, no matter what groups users joined.
Figure 3.15 indicates the process o f  annotating to terms. U lG l ,  U2G1, and U3G1 are 
GAS users from “Group 1” and U1G2 is from “Group 2”. Among them, U lG l ,  U2G1, 
and U1G2 showed interest in the same categories Adult Mouse Anatomy. At one time, 
U lG l  annotates to one o f terms in category Adult Mouse Anatomy. After U lG l  
annotating to the term, U3G1 adds interest to category Adult Mouse Anatomy. However, 
GAS system only notices U lG l ,  U2G1, and U1G2 through RSS because U3G1 adds 
interest after U lG l  annotating the GO term. At another time, U2G1 cancelled the interest 
in category Adult Mouse Anatomy, and U lG l  annotates to category Adult Mouse 
Anatomy again. At this time, U lG l ,  U3G1, and U1G2 get the notice from GAS system, 
since U2G1 cancelled the interest in this category.
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Figure 3.15 Sequential Diagram of Syndicating Annotations
3.11 GAS Blog Module Implementation
This section talks about the implementation o f each module which was mentioned in 
section o f  overall architecture, earlier o f this chapter.
3.11.1 GO Creator
Gene Ontology Creator is a module that creates newly found Gene Ontology term 
according to Gene Ontology data inputted by users. It implements the usage scenario o f 
“adding new Gene Ontology term” discussed in earlier section o f this chapter.
This module provides users a graphical user interface o f a form as Figure 3.4 to collect 
the data from users’ input. Since all Gene Ontology terms is stored in XML-based format 
files, GO Creator composes the data getting from user interface into XML fragment 
following the same schema structure described in section 3.5.3 and save to the end o f 
related Gene Ontology file.
Meanwhile, GO Creator also saves the newly added term separately as backup in separate 
directory with similar schema structure. The only difference between regular ontology
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schema and the backup schema is that the backup has one more namespace for time that 
the term is added. In this way, GAS Blog can easily tell existing gene ontology terms and 
newly added ones apart, and track in time sequence.








i f (file_exists($new_path))$new_xml=simplexml_load_file($new_path); 
else {
$new_xml=new SimpleXMLElament("<obo 











if ($xml->asXML (ABSPATH .''/wp-content/owl$file" ) ) echo "Add Item 
Successfully!";






Annotation Processor provides a friendly form interface as Figure 3.5. As mentioned in 
section 3.7.3, text field o f  “Evidence Code” can provide users with possible evidence 
codes according to the first few letters inputted in it. This is implemented by AJAX. GAS 
Blog compare the text in filed o f “Evidence Code” with all the possible evidence codes 
described in section 3.5.4, and only lists out the one that begin with the text in the field o f 
“Evidence Code” to help users choose the proper evidence code and, on the other hand, 
decrease the opportunity o f  typo.
Similar to GO Creator, Annotation Processor also composes XML fragment for newly 
added annotation according to the schema described in section 3.5.4. As mentioned 
earlier o f  this chapter, annotation data is not a part o f  Gene Ontology term schema, and 
they are saved in separate directory for convenient maintenance. Therefore, there should
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be a way to connect the annotation with its owner gene ontology term. XPointer is used 
in GAS Blog to do this task.
XML Pointer Language (XPointer) allows hyperlinks in a XML to point to specific parts 
o f the same or another XML document^\ In this way, referencing a Gene Ontology 
term’s address in its annotation’s namespace allows the annotation points to its owner 
Gene Ontology term. This referencing address in annotation namespace will be used by 
GO & Annotation Connector to link Gene Ontology term and annotation together. Details 





//deal with uploaded image




i f (!move_uploaded_file($_FILES['image'] ['tmp _name'],
$save_path)){



















$doc = new DOMDocument('1.0');
$doc->formatOutput = true;
$domnode = dom_import_simplexml($xml);




31 httD://\v\vw.w3schoQls.cQm /xlink/xlink intro, asp
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! $category&ID=$corament post ID"); i
! ?> ”  ~  :L .
3.11.3 GO & Annotation Connector
GO & Annotation Connector is a module to connect Gene Ontology terms w ith their 
annotations since they are stored separately in GAS Blog system. This process can also 
be called XML sequencing. This module relies on XPointer, with the reference address 
from annotation namespace; it finds out the owner Gene Ontology for each annotation, 
appends the annotation to its owner Gene Ontology terms, and stores the data in memory 
as a virtual XML file for other modules to use, for example. Syndication processor, GO 
Data Output processor, etc.
As mentioned before, XPointer enables XML node reference to another XML node with 
given address. Since annotation is stored separately with original GO terms, XPointer 
connects them together. In this way, annotation can be added to Gene Ontology without 
modifying the original Gene Ontology file.
Currently, PHP does not support XPointer while parsing XML. Under this circumstance, 
this thesis developed a module -  GO & Annotation Connector to do so. While parsing a 
Gene Ontology file as XML, GAS Blog checks if  its annotation file exists since 
annotation is stored in a separate file with same base name. If  annotation file exists, the 
module will append annotation node as children to the GO term node according to the 
XPointer address; otherwise, the module will parse GO file as a single XML file. A 
virtual XML file will be generated in memory as the result o f integration process in order 
to let other module use it.
<?php
function integrateOWLandAnnotation($owl_path){ 






$result_xml=new SimpleXMLElement($owl_path, NULL, TRUE); 
$annotation_xml=simplexml_load_file($annotation_path); 
$annotations=$annotation_xml->xpath("//annotation") ; 

























3.11.4 User Data Collector
User Data Collector is a module that collects users’ information such as user name, email 
address, user interested gene ontology categories, user groups joined, friendship with 
other users, etc., through a form interface and save in MySQL database for other module 
to use such as Graphical FOAF Generator.
This section takes adding friend information as an example for pseudo code, and adding 




$friends=$wpdb->get_results("select * from $wpdb->users where 
user_login='$friend__name ' ") ;
i f (sizeof($friends)==0){





echo "you can not add yourself as a friend!"; 
exit;
}
$wpdb->query("SELECT wp_foaf.* FROM wp_foaf WHERE 
friendl_ID=$user_ID AND friend2_ID=$friend_ID OR friend2_ID=$user_ID 
AND friendl_ID=$friend_ID");
i f ($wpdb->num_rows==0){
$wpdb->query("INSERT INTO wp foaf (friendl_ID,friend2 ID) VALUES 
($user__ID, $friend_ID) " ) ;
echo "B’riend added successfully!"; 
exit;
}
echo "$friend_name is already your friend!";
?>
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3.11.5 Graphical FOAF Generator
Graphical FOAF Generator is a module providing users a visual image of the FOAF 
network all over GAS Blog as Figure 3.9. The module generates a dynamical image with 
the data from user data storage (MySQL database), and display it in a web page.
There are three classes in Graphical FAOF Generator; FriendNode, Relationship, and 
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Figure 3,16 Sequential Diagram of G raphical FOAF G enerator
GraphicalFO A FN etw ork is the output web page which displays the dynamically 
generated image. It calls class o f  GraphicalFOAF to generate the image, and call class o f 

































G raphicalFO A F is the core o f generating Graphical FOAF image. It composes object 
for users and their relationship in GAS Blog system. All the user and relationship objects 
are stored in an array. These arrays will be stored in browser session after drawing the 




$image = imagecreatetruecolor($image_width, $image_height); 
imagefilledrectangle($image, 0, 0, $image_width, $image_height, 
imagecolorallocate($image, 245, 245, 245));
require_once('FriendNode.php');
$author_array=array();
$authors = $wpdb->get_results("SELECT ID, user nicename from $wpdb- 
>users");
//allocate color for groups 
$group_colors=array();
$groups=$wpdb->get_results("select ID,name from wp_group");






>10]=imagecolorallocate($image,rand(0, 255) , rand(0, 255) , rand(0,255) );












$description="<divXh6>User Name ; $author->user_nicename</h6>"; 
$user_groups=$wpdb->get_results("SELECT wp_group.name,wp_group.ID 
from wp__group left join user group on wp__group. ID=user_group. group__ID 
where user_group. user_ID==$author->ID" ) ;
$color;






$user_categories=$wpdb->get_results("select distinct category, time 
from user_interested_category where user_ID=$author->ID") ;
if(sizeof($user_categories)==0)$description.="<br>No interested in 
any categories";














>getX ( ) , $author__array [$relationship->friendl_ID] - 
>getY(),$author_array[$relationship->friend2_ID]- 
>getX() , $author_array[$relationship->friend2_ID]- 
>getY(),imagecolorallocate($image,0,0,0),"Friendship between 










FriendN ode is an object for GAS Blog users. It contains the following information 
(attributes) o f  users.
•  X: X coordinator o f node position;
•  Y: Y coordinator o f  node position;
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ID: user ID in GAS Blog;
•  Description: the text displayed in node tooltip such as user group joined, 
interested gene ontology categories;
•  Name: user name;
•  Nodewidth:  the width o f user node on image;
•  Node_height: the height o f  user node on image.
To ensure this information can be accessed outside o f this class, it provides the some 
functions:
•  getX: get the X coordinator o f  a user node on imagel
•  getY: get the Y coordinator o f a user node on image;
•  isFriend (friend ID): return a boolean type value to indicate whether the 
friend ID parsed in is a friend with the current user object or not;
•  isCoordinatesInBound (mouse X, mouse Y): this is a function to check if  the 
coordinates o f  mouse is in range o f user node so GraphicalFOAF module can 
decide whether display tooltip or not. User node tooltip will only be displayed 
when coordinator o f  mouse in bound o f user node object on image;
•  getDescription: get the description o f user node in order to display in tooltip;

































$count=mysql_query("SELECT COUNT]*) as 'count' from wp_foaf where 













    ______
Relationship is an object o f friendship among GAS Blog users. It contains the following 
information (attributes):
•  startX: the start X-coordinator o f relationship line on image;
•  startY: the start Y-coordinator o f relationship line on image;
•  endX: the end X-coordinator o f relationship line on image;
•  endX: the end Y-coordinator o f relationship line on image;
•  description: the text displayed on tooltip;
As FriendNode object, it also provides some functions for accessing these data externally.
•  isOnLine (mouse X, mouse Y): to check whether the mouse coordinator is on 
relationship line. GraphicalFOAF module only displays tooltip when the mouse 
hover on relationship line in the image;
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Tooltiptext is a class to display tooltip on Graphical FOAF Network image. It retrieves 
array of FriendNode and Relationship object from session, and check what kind o f  tooltip 

















foreach($relationships as $relationship){ 







Syndication Processor is the module to generate dynamic syndication feeds o f  newly 
added Gene Ontology or existing Gene Ontology annotation according to users’ interest 
on Gene Ontology categories. The schema o f syndication feeds is introduced in section 
3.5.7.
GAS Blog uses templates o f syndication to build up main structure o f  syndication feeds, 
and fill the content according to the data prepared by module GO & Annotation 
Connector using script language PHP.
GAS Blog uses SimpleXMLElement, a class for XML operation, to load real or virtual 
XML files, and uses XPath to query useful information to fill in syndication feeds 
templates.
This section takes annotation syndication code as pseudo code as example; the 
syndication processor code for new found gene ontology is similar to this one.
<?php




<?php echo '<?xral version^"1.0"
encoding=" ' . get_option {' blog_charset ?>
<?php





<?php echo '<?xml version="l.0"
encoding=" ' . get_option ( ' blog__charset ?>
<rss version="2.0"
xmlns :content=”http://purl.org/rss/l.0/modules/content/" 
xmlns : wfw="http : //'.vellf ormedweb . org/CommentAPI/ " 
xmlns : dc="ht.tp : / /purl. org/dc/elements/1.1/ " 
xmlns:rss-foaf="http://rss-extensions.org/wiki/Rss-foaf" 
xmlns;rss-pm="http://rss-extensions.org/wiki/Rss-foaf" 















<titleX?php bloginfo_rss ( ' name ' ) ; wp_title_rss ( ) ; ?></title> 
<linkx?php bloginf o_rss ( ' url ' ) ?></link>
<descriptionX?php bloginfo_rss ("description") ?x/description> 
<pubDateX?php echo mysql2date ( ' D, d M Y I-I ; i : s +0000', 
get_lastpostmodified('GMT') , false); ?></pubDate>
<generator>http://wordpress.org/?v=<?php 
bloginfo_ rssf'version 'J; ?></generator>




category,time from user_interested_category where 
use.r_,ID=^'$rss_user_ID" ) ;
foreach($interested_categories as $category):
$path=ABSPATH . "/'a'P-content/annotation$category- 
>category".ANNOTATION_EXTENSION;
























<annotationsX?php echo get_option ('h o m e / w p -  
i nclude s/s i ngle.php ? ca t e g o r y=$ c a t e go ry-
>category&#38 ; ID=$id&#35 ; annotation-$time" ; ?x/annotations>
<dc : annotatorX?php 
echo $annotator;
? x/dc : annotator>
<!-- FOAF section— >
<rss-foaf : type name="<?php //full name here, if user does 
not have full name registered, use user name instead 
echo $annotator;
? > " / >
<rss-foaf: group name="<?php //category name here right now 
echo $category->category;
? > " / >
<?php
$relationships=$wpdb->get_results("select user nicename from 
wp_users left join wp_foaf on wp_foaf.friend2_ID=wp_users.ID where 
wp__ foaf .friendl ID=$rss_user_ID" ) ;
foreach($relationships as $relationship);
?>
<rss-foaf:rel to="<?php echo $relationship->user_nicename;
? > " / >
<?php
endforeach;
$relationships=$wpdb->get_results("select user_nicename from 




<rss-foaf :rel to="<?php echo $relationship->user_nicename;
? > " / >
<?php endforeach;?>
<!—  learning object section — >
<dc : identifierx?php echo $id ?></dc : identifierx !-- post id--> 
<dc ; titlex?php echo $title; ?></dc : titlex !—  post title-->
<dc:language>en</dc:language>
<dc : descriptionX?php echo $annotation->content ;
?x/dc : description>












<dc:editorx?php //full name here, if user does not have full 
























3.11.7 GO Data Output Processor
GO Data Output Processor is another output module as Syndication Processor. Difference 
between GO Data Output Processor and Syndication Processor is that the former is for 
machine clients and the latter is for human users. GO Data Output Processor translates 
virtual XML data prepared by GO & Annotation Connector into web page text and 
display them in a well-formatted way; therefore human users can read it from their 
browser easily.
Similar to Syndication Processor, GO Data Output Processor uses SimpleXMLElement 







<p>ID: <?php echo $term->id;?></p>
<p>Name: <?php echo $teria->name; ?></p>
<?php if ($term->synonym):?>
<pX?php echo ucf irst ($teria->synonym->attributes ( )->scope) ; ?> 
Synonym: <?php echo $term->synonyin->synonym_text;?></p>
<?php endif;?>
<p>NameSpace: <?php echo $term->namespace;?></p>
<?php if ($term->is__a) : ?>
<p>Subclass of: <a href="<?php









$to_terms=$xml->xpath {" //term [ id=\ "$relationship->to\ ’’] 
$to_term=$to_terms[0];
i f {substr_count($relationship->type,":")>0)echo 
str_replace( ” ",substr($relationship->type,strpos($relationship- 
>type,":")+!))." ";
else echo str_replace " " , $relationship->type) . "
?><a href="<?php echo get_option('home')."\wp- 
includes\single.php?category=$category&ID=$relationship- 
>to" ; ?>"><?php echo $to_term->name; ?></ax/p>
<?php endif ; ?>
<?php i f ($term->def) : ?>







Navigation Gene Ontology Using GAS
Other than the features introduced in last chapter, there is another useful and important 
feature o f GAS Blog -  Gene Ontology Navigation (GON). Gene Ontology Navigation is 
a new generation o f  Gene Ontology querying service based on Web 2.0 and semantic 
web technology. Unlike the traditional Gene Ontology search engines such as AmiGO, 
GON is guided with FOAF and metadata for more accurate search result. In GAS Blog, 
GON can be divided into two sub-navigation modules, one is Collaborative Navigation, 
and the other is Generic Navigation.
This chapter starts from introducing what Web 2.0 navigation and semantic web 
navigation is and describing Collaborative Navigation and Generic Navigation 
respectively.
4.1 Navigation based on Web 2.0 & Semantic Web
Traditionally, Gene Ontology query like AmiGO is completely based on database 
searching primitives. After users fill a search form, search engine goes through database 
and return all the matched results. Among these returned results, users can also go 
through category step by step to narrow down the amount o f results and get what they are 
looking for. This search process can be considered as a blind search that is guided by a 
top-down search mechanism.
Unlike usual methods o f searching, new generation Gene Ontology Navigation engine is 
based on Web 2.0 technologies and semantic web. Instead o f querying through database 
tables, it relies on metadata extracted dynamically from Gene Ontologies and their 
annotations (Fiaidhi, Mohammed, JAAM, & HASNAH, 2003). Other than that, GON 
uses some tag magnet and spelling correction to improve search result accuracy and 
relevance.
There are several key differences between the traditional Gene Ontology search engine 
and GON.
Query Method: Traditional GO search engines do the query database by SQL statement 
and GON perform query by metadata which is more flexible and accurate on query.
Dictionary Support: Dictionary is another important part in Gene Ontology Navigation 
engine. It allows GON engine extracts metadata o f  meaningful word, find semantically 
matched information as navigation result instead o f information matched on spelling only.
Flexible Metadata Matching: Since traditional GO search engines are based on database, 
the title in each database table is fixed and can not be modified after the creation; 
however, metadata does not have this limitation, it is dynamic and semantic. With 
support o f  dictionary, navigation command does not have to use fixed keyword as 
traditional GO search engine, all synonyms o f background keyword is acceptable to GON 
engine.
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Typo Handling: When users annotate to a Gene Ontology term, GAS Blog provides 
possible evidence code to users to decrease the chance o f  typo. Traditional GO search 
engines do not have this feature.
Metadata Extraction: Metadata is important for people and computer to understand 
annotation resource and perform query. GON extracts metadata dynamically as keyword 
to each annotation according to an algorithm and support o f  a dictionary. The reason of 
extracting metadata is to accommodate the new annotations and tag made by users. This 
is even more reliable than using a global ontology for searching. Traditional GO search 
engine does not have metadata along with annotation at all.
The following table shows the comparison mentioned above.
1 , \  t w v  =\: ;
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M U M
Query Method D atabase M etadata
Mctadutii Matching Flexible
Typo Handling N o Y es
Dictionary Support N o Y es
Table 4.1 Gene Ontology Search Engine Comparison Table 
4.2 Gene Ontology Navigation
Gene Ontology Navigation in GAS Blog system is consisted by two sub-navigation 
services: Collaborative Navigation and Generic Navigation. The former is to search Gene 
Ontology and annotation information inside a group and the latter is for search Gene 
Ontology and annotation information cross all GAS Blog user groups.
However, these two sub-navigation services have user interface in common. This section 
will introduce the common part first and explain the difference on each one later.
4.2.1.1 Common User Interface
The user interface for both collaborative and generic Gene Ontology Navigation is the 
same, and they follow the same query grammar and rules. Figure 4.1 below is the user 




Figure 4.1 Navigation Form
There is a simple XPath grammar of navigation command for users to fill in the form 
shown in Figure 4.1. Using this grammar, navigation services can search according to 
specific conditions, fuzzy conditions, or combined conditions. Table 4.2 lists some 
sample navigation command below.
—-  — — 1  "3= —
//term[id="MA:0000001 "] 
ténu! tkâùê outôïhgÿ- |î
//term[namespace=" caro " ]
//term[annotation/foafiauthor="admin"]
select GO term with id 
"MA:0000001"
— m
:  -  ?  -
//term[annotation/evidence_code="TAS"]
j X  7-=:ÿ i ÿ ---.1 : =: . A L.
- S f ; ®
//term[contains(name,"ana")]
select GO term with namespace 
"caro"
f èfëcîL CiO lêpTz w
select GO term with annotation 
from user "admin"
■ °èîèct!-uO-iêi|ii
select GO term with annotation 
evidence code "TAS"
iÇfkii- GO (ehrjiwiil-ikl ccHufiM-rVi
select GO term with name 
contains "ana"
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Table 4.2 Gene Ontology Navigation Command Table
Moreover, XPath search command conditions can be combined in format of: 
//term[namespace="caro"][id-"MA:0000001"] or use "and" or "or" to combine several 
conditions together like //term[namespace="caro" or id="MA:0000001"] for more 
complicated navigation requirement.
4.2.1.2 Gene Ontology Navigation Dictionary
Gene Ontology Navigation relies on a dictionary for the features o f flexible metadata 
matching, semantic query, and dynamical metadata extraction. The internal dictionary 
used by Gene Ontology Navigation engine is WordNet. WordNet is a large lexical 
database o f  English. Nouns, verbs, adjectives and adverbs are grouped into sets o f 
cognitive synonyms (synsets), each expressing a distinct concept. Synsets are interlinked 
by means o f conceptual-semantic and lexical relations. WordNet's structure makes it a 
useful tool for computational linguistics and natural language processing. (Miller, 
Fellbaum, Tengi, Wakefield, Langone, & Haskell)
Flexible metadata matching allows users use synonym word o f standard background 
keyword as query range. Unlike SQL database query statement, keyword/title o f  each 
table is fixed and users can not use other word with similar meaning to perform the query; 
however, flexible metadata matching ensures that (Fiaidhi, Passi, & Mohammed, 2004). 
For example, navigation command “//term[annotation/foaf'author="admin"]” is a 
standard command for searching GO term annotated by author “admin”. However, 
instead o f calling annotator “author”, some people might want to use the word “writer” 
which is a synonym o f “author”. With flexible metadata matching technology, GON 
engine matches the word “writer” to “author” in background and perform the command 
properly.
Semantic query is similar to flexible metadata. Unlike flexible metadata is to match 
synonym metadata, semantic query match the result with synonyms. For example, 
navigation command “//term[contains(annotation/description,"home")]” is used to query 
the GO terms whose annotation description contains word “home”; however, there might 
be some annotators prefer using the word “family” and they are similar on meaning. At 
this time, traditional GO search engines which based on SQL database query are not able 
to find out the annotation whose description used the word “family” because they are 
different on spelling. GON engines can recognize them after checking the dictionary to 
make sure that they are synonyms and return it as matched result.
Dynamical metadata extraction is used to extract metadata dynamically from given 
annotation description after looking up the dictionary and extract the meaningftal word as 
metadata.
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4.2.1.3 Gene Ontology Navigation Implementation
Gene Ontology Navigation is consisted o f three modules: Category Redirection, 
Collaborative Navigation, and Generic Navigation. Among them. Category Redirection is 
the module shared by Collaborative and Generic Navigation module.
•  Category Redirection: Category Redirection is a module to narrow down the 
query result into a certain gene ontology category in order to decrease the amount 
o f  un-useful information.
•  Navigation Processor: Navigation Processor is used to fill the matched navigation 
query result redirected from Category Redirection module into SCORM manifest 
format based on navigation types -  Collaborative or Generic.
•  Metadata Extractor: Metadata Extractor is a module to extract metadata 








Getjeffc Navigation Result 1
Figure 4.2 Gene Ontology Navigation Architecture
4.2.1.3.1 Category Redirection Implementation
Category Redirection module accepts navigation command from users’ input and perform 
a pre-search for matched Gene Ontology information based on integrated Gene Ontology 
and annotation data transferred from GO & Annotation Connector. The pre-search just 
count and display the number o f  Gene Ontology terms matched the query command, and 
lead users go through the search output module — Navigation Processor.
The following pseudo code reflects the logic o f Category Redirection described above.
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function queryCategory ( $path, $query_comiaand) { 
i f (is_dir($path)){
$dir_handle = 0opendir($path) or die("Unable to open 
$path<br>");
while($file = readdir($dir_handle)){
if($file " II $file == continue;
if(is_file($path."/".$file)){
$category=str_replace(ABSPATH."\wp- 






< l i X a  href="query_result. php?category=<?php echo 
Scategory;?>&type=<?php echo $_POST['t y p e ']; ?>" name="<?php echo 
$category;?>" value="<?php echo $display_category;?>"><?php echo 
ucwords(str_replace("_"," ",$display_category));?> (<?php echo 
sizeof ( $ terms ) ;?>)</aX/li>










4.2.1.3.2 Navigation Processor Implementation
Navigation Processor Implementation for Collaborative and Generic Navigation is 
similar. A condition statement is used in Navigation Processor to handle the different 
output SCORM manifest in code. For Collaborative Navigation, GON appends some 
XPath command by the end o f  query command collected from users’ input to limit the 
range o f query in the users’ group. As for Generic Navigation, GON perform query 
command from users’ input.




header('Content-Type : text/xml; charset=UTF-8’ , true); 





$cormnand=$_SESSION [ ' command' ] ;
$user_groups=array0 ; 
i f ($query_type=="groupwise"){
$groups=$wpdb->get_results("select wp_group.naiae from wp_group 
left join user_group on user_group.group_ID=wp_group.ID where 
user_group.user_ID=$user_ID"); 
i f (sizeof($groups)>0){


















4.2.1.3.3 Metadata Extractor Implementation
Metadata Extractor dynamically extracts metadata from annotation descriptions o f  Gene 
Ontology terms with support o f  dictionary WordNet.
After receiving annotation description from Navigation Processor, Metadata Extractor 
checks each single word o f  the desciption in dictionary and if  it is a noun. Metadata 
Extractor will consider it as a valid metadata. After extracting all the metadata from 
annotation description. Metadata Extractor send all the metadata back to Navigation 
Processor to continue the navigation task.












$word_array[sizeof($word_array)- 1 ] ;
$word=implode("",$word_array);
$result=mysql_query("select distinct vjordnet3Q.synset.pos 
from wordnet30.synset left join wordnet30.sense on 
wordnet30.sense.synsetid=wordnet30.synset.synsetid left join 
wordnet30.word on wordnetSO.sense.wordid=wordnet30.word.wordid where 
wordnet30.word.lemma like '$word' and wordnetSO.synset.pos='n ; 







for($j=$i+l; $j<sizeof($metadatas); $j ++){
$result=mysql_query("select w 2 .lemma from wordnet30.sense, 
(select wordnetSO.sense.synsetid from wordnet30.word as wl left join 
vjordnetSO . sense on wl. wordid=sense . wordid where wl. lertima= ' $metal ' ) as 
tm.p, vjordnet30 . word as w2 where wordnet30 . sense . synsetid=tmp. synsetid 
and w 2 .wordid=wordnet30.sense.wordid and w2.1emma='$metadatas[$j]'"); 
$num__rows = mysql_num_rows ( $result ) ; 
if ( $num__rows ! =0 ) {
$metadatas[$i]=$metadatas[$i]." / ".$metadatas[$j];
i f ($debug=="debug")echo "<br> metadata \"$metal\" is









Collaborative Navigation is a group-wise navigation. It allows users to search Gene 
Ontologies or their annotation based on a specific navigation condition only in the groups 
they joined under the guide and assistance o f FOAF feature o f GAS Blog.
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4.2.2.1 Collaborative Navigation Usage Scenario
Collaborative Navigation is only available to registered GAS Blog users, and users have 
to login before using this feature. To use Collaborative Navigation for browsing Gene 
Ontology, users can find the link o f “Group-wise Metadata Search” on the first page o f 
GAS Blog system. This link is only visible to users logged in GAS Blog and it will lead 
users to a simple form to Collaborative Navigation as Figure 4.2.
Here is a realistic example o f Collaborative Navigation usage scenario. As Figure 4.3 
displays. Gene Ontology for Spinal Cord Grey Matter with ID “MA: 0000002” has two 
annotations, one from Group 1, and the other from Group 2.
Spinal Cord Grey Matter
ID; MA:#O0DO2
Name: spinal cord grey matter
NameSpace: aduk_mouise_anate:my.gxd
Subclass of; grey matter
Relat ion ship; part of spinal cord
2 an n o ta lo n s  to  “fiA :010M 02”
admin annotate (Evidence Code RCA):
annotation letter sequence should Iw here
Annotation Eteseriptiorc This is an annotation from group 1
admin annotate (Evidence Code RCAh 
the second annotation letter sequence
Annotation Description: Another m essage from u se r  group two
Figure 4.3 Spinal Cord Grey Matter Term & Annotation
In this example, navigation query command is “//term[annotation]” since there is only 
one annotated Gene Ontology in GAS Blog by now. In the future, users can use more 
specific and complicated navigation command to narrow down the result.
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After clicking search button in Figure 4.2, a redirection web page shows and displays all 
categories with matched Gene Ontology term or annotation information and users can 
click one to get navigation result in that category to make the result more accurate and 
relevant as well as decrease un-useful results amount. On the other hand, beside the 
category name, it also indicates the number o f results in that category. This redirection 
web page is displayed in Figure 4.4 below.
Blog
1
Matched term in category:
AÛUÏÏ Mouse .Anatomy (1|
Categories
Anatomy
j A du lt A natom y
f A m p h ib ian  A natom y 
I C e re a l A natom y
1 Dlctycsteflum D iscoid^im  Anato'ny 
i r  iv ^jTatdJT-v
Figure 4.4 Category Redirection Page
If  users are willing to view the navigation result in category “Adult Mouse Anatomy”, 
link “Adult Mouse Anatomy” will bring the result to users in format o f SCORM Learning 
Objects manifest as mentioned in Chapter 3.
<?xm l v e r s i o n = " 1 . 0 "  e n c o d i n g = " U T F - 8 "?>
<manifest i d e n t i f i e r = ' 'M A N I F E S T _ I D E N T I F I E R ” v e r s i o n =  
x ;n i ln .s= ' 'h t tp  : //www. imsglobal. org/xsd/imscp_vlpl " 
x m ln s  : a d l c p = " h t t ; p  : / /www. adlnet. org/xsd/adlcp__vlp3"
xm l n s  
x m ln s  
xm ln s  
x m ln s  
xmlns
" 1 . 0 "
"http://www.adlnet.org/xsd/adlnav_vlp3" 
adlseq="http://www.adlnet.org/xsd/adlseq_vlp3" 
ims ss="http ://www.imsglobal.org/xsd/imsss" 
lora="http: //Itsc. ieee. org/xsd/LOM" 
xsi="http://www.w 3 .org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" 





http ://www.imsglobal.org/xsd/imsss imsss_vlpO.xsd 











<item identifier="ACT-MA:0000002" identifierref="RES- 
MA:0000002">




< re s ource s >
<resource identifier="RES-MA:0000002" type="webcontent" 
adlcp: scoritiType="sco" href="http: //localhost/wordpress/wp- 
includes/single.php?category=/anatomy/adult_mouse_anatomy&#38;ID=MA: 0 






























By contrast to Collaborative Navigation, Generic Navigation is a cross-group search. It 
allows users to search Gene Ontologies and their annotation based on a specific 
navigation condition all over GAS Blog under the guide and assistance o f FOAF feature 
o f  GAS Blog.
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4.2.3.1 Generic Navigation Usage Scenario
To use Generic Navigation, users do not have to login as Collaborative Navigation. There 
is a link on the front page o f GAS Blog, and it will lead users to the navigation form as 
Figure 4.1 after clieking on it.
Here is a realistic Generic Navigation usage scenario. To show the difference between 
Collaborative Navigation and Generic Navigation, this example is based on same Gene 
Ontology and its annotation as the example in seetion 4.2.2.1.
As Figure 4.3 displays, gene ontology for Spinal Cord Grey Matter with ID “MA: 
0000002” has two annotations, one from Group 1, and the other from Group 2. And the 
navigation eommand is the same as the example o f  Collaborative Navigation -  
“//term[ annotation] ”.
After clieking search button in Figure 4.2, the same redireetion page shows and displays 
all eategories with matched Gene Ontology term or annotation information and the result 
amount under each category as Figure 4.4.
The following result only show the different part o f output SCORM manifest navigation 



















<lom : source?'LOMvl. 0</lorn : source?
<lom : value?hierarchical< / lorn : value?*
</lom;structure?
<lom: annotation?annotation letter sequence should be 
here</lom : annotation?'




4.3 Gene Ontology Navigation Performance Evaluation
Gene Ontology Navigation is based on XPath query mechanism. To identify the 
advantages o f adding semantics in the querying process, Generic Navigation and 
Collaborative Navigation is evaluated by comparing it to traditional XPath querying that 
is based on non-semantics. Generic Navigation and Collaborative Navigation are 
evaluated from following aspects;
•  Number o f  Comparison: the amount o f gene ontologies utilized using a given 
query command in order to find the matched results;
•  Number o f  Result Returned: the number o f returned navigation results;
•  Effect o f Annotations on Navigation: number o f entries that are known to relate to 
annotated ontologies.
In our evaluation, the dataset for the Gene Ontology used include 28316 entries for all 
classification categories. In addition, there are two groups who attempted to annotate 
these entries where these are ten annotation made by each group. Table 4.3 lists the status 
o f our initial dataset.
Gene Ontologies with Annotation from User Group 1 in Category Adult 5 
Mouse Anatomy
GenÈ;T>ntôl&gieÊ---witÊ:.Aimotatlon''froQi User G roup 1 in Câtegcûv L
Gene Ontologies with Annotation from User Group 2 in Category Fly 5 
Anatomy
< 1 *  I I ,  O i i i i i l u ^ j i u h  U i l l i  - \ I I I M I . I 1 I I I 1 I  I'loiii I G roup 2  W CatCROÏy
Table 4.3 Gene Ontology Dataset
4.3.1 Number o f Comparison
Navigate Available Gene Ontologies (No Condition)
For XPath without semantics, it goes through all available Gene Ontologies to match the 
navigation condition. Generic Navigation is aided by Gene Ontologies categories, 
therefore, it only goes through certain categories o f Gene Ontologies and match the 
navigation condition. Collaborative Navigation only searches Gene Ontologies inside a 
certain group and also directed by Gene Ontology categories, therefore. Collaborative 
Navigation is expected to have the least number o f comparison.
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In this evaluation case, Generic Navigation and Collaborative Navigation is directed into 
category o f Adult Mouse Anatomy, and user group of Collaborative Navigation is 
“Group 1 Navigation command used in this evaluation case is “//term”.
As displayed in Figure 4.5, XPath goes through all 28316 gene ontologies while the 
Generic Navigation walks through only 2748 entries o f Gene Ontologies in the category 
o f “Adult Mouse Anatomy” and the Collaborative goes directly to 5 Gene Ontologies that 
are found to be annotated by users in same group.
No. o f Com parison
■ No. o f Comparison
28316
2748





Figure 4.5 No. of Comparison (None Condition)
Moreover, we repeated the evaluation experiment with more complicated queries where 
we introduce more components or conditions at the query parts. Figures illustrate our 
findings.
Navigate Gene Ontologies whose name contains “neck” (One Condition)
In this evaluation case. Generic Navigation and Collaborative Navigation is directed into 
category o f Fly Anatomy, and user group o f  Collaborative Navigation is “Group 1”. 
Navigation command used in this evaluation case is “//term[contains(name,"neck")]” .
As displayed in Figure 4.6, XPath goes through all 28316 Gene Ontologies while the 
Generic Navigation walks through only 6222 entries of Gene Ontologies in the category 
o f “Fly Anatomy” and the Collaborative goes directly to 5 Gene Ontologies that are 
found to be annotated by users in same group.
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No. o f Com parison
■ No. of Comparison
28316
6222
Xpath Generic Navigation Collaborative
(with semantics) Navigation (with
semantics)
Figure 4.6 No. of Comparison (One Condition)
Comparing this evaluation case to last one, number o f comparison for traditional XPath is 
fixed, it does not change according to navigation command. On the other hand, for Gene 
Ontology Navigation, number o f  comparison is dynamical, it changes according to 
guidance o f  metadata (Gene Ontology category).
Navigate Gene Ontologies whose name contains “neck” and id contains “MA” (Two 
Condition)
In this evaluation case. Generic Navigation and Collaborative Navigation is directed into 
category o f Adult Mouse Anatomy, and user group o f Collaborative Navigation is 
“Group 1”. Navigation command used in this evaluation case is 
“//term[contains(name, "neck")] [contains(id, "MA")]”.
As displayed in Figure 4.7, XPath goes through all 28316 Gene Ontologies while the 
Generic Navigation walks through only 2748 entries o f Gene Ontologies in the category 
o f  “Adult Mouse Anatomy” and the Collaborative goes directly to 5 Gene Ontologies that 
are found to be annotated by users in same group.
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Figure 4.7 No. of Comparison (Two Conditions)
This evaluation case further illustrates the relationship between Gene Ontology category 
and number o f  comparison for Gene Ontology Navigation. Number o f  comparison for 
Gene Ontology Navigation is decided by Gene Ontology categories. The number o f 
comparison for Gene Ontology Navigation is the number o f  entries in that category; it 
will not change by modifying the navigation command when Gene Ontology is the same. 
For traditional XPath, number o f  comparison is fixed all the time, and always the number 
o f  available entries o f  Gene Ontology from all categories.
From these figures, we found that by adding semantics we can reduce the number o f 
comparison and save much o f the navigation time even with the availability o f  annotation.
4.3.2 Number o f  Result Returned
Navigate Gene Ontologies whose name contains “neck” (One Condition)
We set our initial evaluation by navigating Gene Ontologies with an entry containing 
“neck”. Same as last evaluation. Generic Navigation is guided by category o f “Adult 
Mouse Anatomy”, and user group o f  Collaborative Navigation is “Group 1” . The 
navigation command used in this case is “//term[contains(name,"neck")]”.
The result o f  this evaluation case is displayed in Figure 4.8. Traditional XPath found 30 
results among Gene Ontologies from all categories while Generic Navigation returned 20 
results after guided by category “Adult Mouse Anatomy”, and Collaborative Navigation 
returned 2 results under guidance o f  category “Adult Mouse Anatomy” and user group 
“Group 1”.
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Figure 4.8 No. of Result Returned (One Condition)
This evaluation case is built on an assumption that the users who start the navigation are 
interested in Gene Ontology category “Adult Mouse Anatomy” and are from user group 
“Group 1”. From the result o f  this evaluation case, XPath contains most un-useful 
information for users who only have interest in Gene Ontology of category “Adult Mouse 
Anatomy”; Generic Navigation narrows down the result to the specific category; 
Collaborative Navigation directly returns Gene Ontology which annotated by all user 
group members from “Group 1”. Therefore, for users who collaborate with others in a 
single Gene Ontology field. Collaborative Navigation is most relevant and Generic 
Navigation helps users to browse Gene Ontology information from all user groups.
Navigate Gene Ontologies whose name contains “neck” and id contains “M A” (Two 
Conditions)
This evaluation case is to navigate Gene Ontologies whose name contains “neck” and id 
contains “MA”. In this evaluation case. Generic Navigation is guided with category 
“Adult Mouse Anatomy” and Collaborative Navigation is directed by the same category 
and user group “Group 1”. Navigation command used in this evaluation case is 
“//term[contains(name,"neck")][contains(id,"MA")]”.
The result o f this evaluation case is displayed in Figure 4.9. Navigation with XPath found 
23 results in all categories. Generic Navigation directed by gene ontology category 
returned 20 results, and Collaborative Navigation guided by Gene Ontology category and 
user group returned 2 results.
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Figure 4.9 No. of Result Returned (Two Conditions)
Similarly as last evaluation case, more conditions in navigation command can decrease 
the amount o f  redundant information; however, there are still some unnecessary pieces o f 
Gene Ontologies returned by XPath. This problem o f XPath might not seem to be huge in 
the evaluation cases due to limited Gene Ontologies available at this time. However, 
there are millions o f  Gene Ontologies available in real life, and irrelevant information 
returned by XPath can take a lot time o f users to filter them manually.
Navigate Gene Ontologies whose name contains “neck” and id contains “MA” and is 
part of another Gene Ontology (Three Conditions)
This evaluation case is to navigate Gene Ontologies whose name contains “neck” and id 
contains “MA” and is part o f  another Gene Ontology. In this evaluation case. Generic 
Navigation is guided with category “Adult Mouse Anatomy” and Collaborative 
Navigation is directed by the same category and user group “Group 1”. Navigation 
command used in this evaluation case is “//term[contains(name,"neck")] 
[contains(id,"MA")][contains(relationship/type,"part")]”.
The result o f  this evaluation case is displayed in Figure 4.10. Navigation with XPath 
found 20 results in all categories. Generic Navigation directed by Gene Ontology 
category returned 17 results, and Collaborative Navigation guided by Gene Ontology 
category and user group returned one result.
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Figure 4.10 No. of Result Returned (Three Conditions)
From these figures, we found that by adding semantics we can reduce the number o f 
result returned and save much o f the navigation time for users to navigate to the Gene 
Ontologies that they are looking for.
4.3.3 Effect o f  Annotation on Navigation
Navigate Annotated Gene Ontologies
To analyse the effect on navigation when annotation is concerned, we dedicate this 
section for this purpose. As described in Chapter 3, Gene Ontology annotation 
information is stored separately from the original Gene Ontology data. Hence we expect 
that the traditional XPath does not find them as there is no support for the XPointer to 
reference external XML fragment and query through them. Under this circumstance, 
XPath returned nothing in this evaluation case. However, Generic Navigation and 
Collaborative Navigation are designed to support XPointer and connect annotation with 
Gene Ontologies. Thus, based on these semantics we can find entries even if they were as 
annotations.
We stated one evaluation case where the Generic Navigation is guided with category 
“Adult Mouse Anatomy” and Collaborative Navigation is directed by the same category 
and user group “Group 1”. Navigation command used in this evaluation case is 
“//term[annotation]”.
There are 10 entries o f annotation from user group “Group 1” and “Group 2” in current 
GAS Blog system. Generic Navigation returns all o f  them as navigation result and 
Collaborative Navigation returns 5 results since they are annotated by users from user 
group “Group 1 ”. Evaluation result is displayed in the chart below.
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Figure 4.11 No. of Annotation Found (One Condition)
According to the result o f this evaluation case, XPath is not able to query Gene Ontology 
annotation if  they are not stored in the same file with Gene Ontologies in data 
management system. On the other hand. Generic Navigation and Collaborative 
Navigation can connect them together as they are stored in the location and complete the 
navigation task with relevant navigation results.
Navigate Gene Ontology Annotation with Content Contains “annotation”
This evaluation case is to navigate Gene Ontology whose annotation content contains 
“annotation”. Similar to the former evaluation case, the Generic Navigation is guided 
with category “Adult Mouse Anatomy” and Collaborative Navigation is directed by the 
same category and user group “Group 1”. Navigation command used in this evaluation 
case is “//term[annotation][contains(annotation/description,"armotation")]” .
The result o f  this evaluation case is in Figure 4.12. Same reason as last evaluation case, 
traditional XPath can not return any result about annotation, and adding more conditions 
concerning to annotation does not do much help to that. As for Gene Ontology 
Navigation, more conditions about annotation in navigation command narrows down the 
annotation returned as expected. In this evaluation case, there are 4 annotation entries 
containing “annotation” in their content in both user group “Group 1” and “Group 2”, and 
Generic Navigation returned them. Collaborative Navigation is directed by user group 
“Group 1”, and Collaborative Navigation finds 2 annotation entries containing 
“annotation” in content in this group.
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Figure 4.12 No. of Annotation Found (Two Condition)
From these figures above, we can conclude that traditional XPath can not query 
information concerning annotation, and the incapability o f  querying annotation for 
traditional XPath is not caused by navigation command. Generic Navigation and 
Collaborative Navigation is able to query annotation information as expected. The 
number o f annotation found by Generic Navigation and Collaborative Navigation can be 
reduced and more accurate by adding conditions to navigation command.
It is unnecessary to keep evaluating Gene Ontology Navigation repeatedly by adding 
more conditions to navigation command because no matter how many conditions in 
navigation command, traditional XPath always return nothing and the number o f 
annotation entries found by Gene Ontology Navigation would keep reducing as the 
navigation command become more complicated. The current evaluation cases already 
show the trend o f that.
4.4 Summery
The core theory o f Gene Ontology Navigation in GAS Blog is the use o f metadata and 
they can accommodate annotations. Our metadata utilize a dictionary. Dictionary makes 
Gene Ontology Navigation engine more semantical during the process o f  extracting 
metadata and looking for synonyms for metadata. In this way, even users input different 
word in navigation command; GAS still can find semantical relevant information instead 
o f  spelling relevant one.
From the evaluation o f Gene Ontology Navigation, Generic Navigation and Collaborative 
Navigation shows better overall performance comparing to traditional XPath query. After 
comparing to traditional XPath querying. Gene Ontology Navigation match the 
navigation command with less comparison objects to increase the speed and efficiency o f
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querying process; smaller amount but more relevant navigation results returned; and 
better ability on navigating gene ontology annotations.
However, GAS is not a complete solution yet; the future work related to this feature will 
be addressed in next chapter.
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Chapter Five 
Conclusions & Future Research
This thesis intends to introduce a new gene ontology annotation system (GAS) based on 
Web 2.0 technologies with extended semantics capabilities that includes Gene Ontology 
semantics, SCORM semantics, FOAF semantics and RSS syndication and aggregation 
semantics.
Chapter 1 introduced Web 2.0 with popular applications over Internet and the essential 
technologies for Web 2.0. On the other hand, it also talked about e-learning objects on 
Web 2.0 as well as the features o f  e-leaming objects on Web 2.0.
Chapter 2 described gene ontology annotation and analysed existing gene ontology 
annotation systems powered by traditional technologies. Also, Chapter 2 addressed the 
disadvantages for current gene ontology annotation systems, and the necessity o f  creating 
a new gene ontology annotation system as well as navigation system based on the new 
generation o f web technology -  Web 2.0.
Chapter 3 addressed the development requirements and design policies o f  our new GAS 
Blog based on the features GAS system that overcomes the shortcomings o f  the 
traditional annotation and navigation systems. Based on these requirements, our proposed 
design is based on the new Web 2.0 programming environment and tools such as 
WordPress and PHP. After deciding development language, platform and learning object 
metadata standard, semantic features o f GAS Blog is introduced in details in this chapter 
including what semantic features GAS Blog have, where and how they are published, 
GAS Blog usage scenario, and implementation o f each modules with pseudo code and 
UML graphs.
Chapter 4 described GAS usage in navigation using generic and collaborative semantics. 
This chapter provide some proof on the GAS affectivity. Gene ontology navigation is a 
new generation o f gene ontology querying service based on web 2.0 and semantic web 
technology. Chapter 4 starts fiom introducing what web 2.0 and semantic web navigation 
is and describing Collaborative Navigation and Generic Navigation respectively. After 
introducing Collaborative Navigation and Generic Navigation, they are evaluated with 
some scenarios by comparing to traditional XPath querying. Current evaluation result 
shows that Gene Ontology Navigation is an improvement to traditional XPath querying 
service.
5.1 Conclusion
This thesis builds Gene Ontology annotation and navigation system (GAS). The 
following are the achievements and findings o f this thesis.
1. GAS provides a user friendly interface to allow users to publish newly found gene 
ontologies or annotating to existing gene ontologies on web pages;
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2. GAS creates a online collaborative system for users to cooperate with each other 
on their work as a social network with capabilities to add other users as friend, 
creating user groups, join existing user groups, viewing graphical FOAF network 
information, etc.
3. GAS allows users to syndicate gene ontologies and their annotation information 
from the gene ontology categories they interested in through RSS to their 
aggregators.
4. GAS includes a navigation system for allowing users navigate through gene 
ontologies and annotation efficiently and accurately.
5. Gene Ontology and annotation connector is invented for GAS system to reference 
external XPoiter XML fragment during navigation process.
6. Automatic metadata extractor is created with support o f dictionary WordNet to 
add metadata to gene ontology annotations to decrease the chances that metadata 
added manually by users might not match the real content.
7. Gene ontology navigation result is wrapped in SCORM manifest or easier 
delivery over network and convenient to import into e-learning system based on 
SCORM.
8. Evaluation o f semantic-directed Gene Ontology Navigation is provided in this 
thesis, and shows that it is an improvement to traditional XPath querying service 
from the aspects o f number o f  comparison, number o f records returned, and the 
effects o f  annotations on navigation.
5.2 Future Research
Due to the limited time, some work is left over for the future research.
•  Syndication and aggregation o f GAS Support System is in RSS standard. Atom 
feed standard can be supported by GAS Support System for users who prefer 
Atom feed standard on feed syndication.
•  Metadata Integration is not a fully function module yet. GAS Support System 
should recognize the keyword in navigation command and not only match it with 
gene ontology and annotation data but also match its synonyms and return the 
navigation result.
•  Navigation result is only wrapped in SCORM manifest standard in GAS Support 
System at this time. However, it should be extended to wrap the navigation result 
in some other popular e-learning standard such as CanCore.
•  Security issue is not considered yet in current GAS Support System, and it should 
be concerned in the future research.
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•  Error handling is only applied to annotation evidence code in current GAS 
Support System; however, it should be extended to correct the typo word in 
annotation description automatically with support o f dictionary.
•  Metadata Extraction can be improved by improving the algorithm to ensure that 
metadata extracted dynamically can be more meaningful to both machine and 
human.
For a long-term development o f  GAS Support System, there are some suggestions might 
also improve the system in the future at a lower priority as future work mentioned above.
•  Extending our GAS to include a reasoned that takes into account various type o f  
semantics introduced as well as some rules that can be helpfiil in Gene navigation 
(Mohammed & Fiaidhi, 2008).
•  GAS Support System may enrich the FOAF on grouping by generating a group- 
wise sub-system automatically when group members donate any knowledge to the 
main system. The user interface can looks like the main GAS Support System, 
however, this sub-system only publish the Gene Ontologies or annotation 
published by group members. This could help users with more convenient group 
collaboration.
•  GAS Support System can also have the feature o f aggregating information from 
users’ blog on other system and reference the information on GAS. Currently, 
GAS Support System allows users to aggregate information; however, GAS 
Support System can also be a user to other support systems by aggregating 
information from other systems through syndication feed and reference them on 
GAS Support System automatically. It collects information from other systems 
and saves users time to visit several systems.
•  GAS Support System can have a collaboration log for each user group to show the 
research / collaboration action each group members did with timestamp. So that a 
group member will be able to trace the idea evolution and history, which in turn 
benefits the friture research (Yao J . , Supporting Research with Weblogs: A Study 
on Web-based Research Support Systems, 2006).
•  GAS Support System may have accessing authority on each annotation. So that 
users can grant viewing permits to everybody or only users from the same group 
as annotators (Yao J. , Supporting Research with Weblogs: A Study on Web- 
based Research Support Systems, 2006).
•  GAS Support System should allow users to report un-usefiil comments to spam or 
set up a black list for every registered user. Annotation or comments from users 
on back list can be hidden for them (Yao J. , Supporting Research with Weblogs: 
A Study on Web-based Research Support Systems, 2006).
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•  GAS Support System can have reference retrieve feature in the future. Sometime, 
users add comments by reference a hyperlink, and GAS system should retrieve a 
preview o f referenced hyperlink so that other users can decide whether browse the 
hyperlink or not after reading the preview (Yao J. , Supporting Research with 
Weblogs: A Study on Web-based Research Support Systems, 2006).
•  GAS Support System may develop a desktop application for users to publish gene 
ontologies or annotation without using browser and operate on web pages. The 
desktop application can also deal with semantics on users’ local computer before 
transferring data to server. It reduces the task o f GAS system server and release 
more server resource other users. (Moller, Breslin, & Decker, 2005)
•  GAS Suport System can become more powerful by using multiple gene ontology 
engines for different formats o f gene ontology and annotation file (Shakya, 2006).
GAS Support System can be extended to share gene ontology and annotation and 
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APPENDIX A 
GAS SYSTEM REQUIREMENT & INSTALLATION
A.I. GAS System Requirement
•  Web Server such as Microsoft Internet Information Services (IIS)
•  PHP script language (version 4.3 or greater)
•  MySQL database (version 4.0 or greater)
A.2. GAS System Installation Instruction
GAS is a web-based annotation system written in PHP. Therefore, a web server and PHP 
must be running prior to GAS installation.
A. 2.1. Installation o f Web Server
This section takes Microsoft IIS web server as an example o f web server installation. IIS 
is integrated with Windows operation system already. To activate it, go to “Control 
Panel” and double click Programs and Features as Figure A.I.
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Figure A I Programs and Features on Control Panel
On Programs and Features window, click Turn “Windows features on or o f f ’ on the left 
sidebar as Figure A.2.
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Uniristaii or change a program
To uninstall a program, select it from  the  list and then  click “Uninstall", "Change”, o r "Repair".
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Figure A.2 Programs and Features Window
After clicking ‘Turn Windows features on or o ff ’ on Figure 1.2, “Windows Feature” 
dialog comes out. In “Windows Features” dialog, expand the list o f “Internet Information 
Services” as highlighted in Figure A.3.
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Figure A.3 Windows Features
After expanding the list as Figure 1.4, make sure that the following items under “Internet 
Information Services” are checked:
•  “IIS Management Console” under “Web Management Tool”
•  “CGI”, “ISAPI Extensions”, “ISAPI Filters” under “World Wide Web Services” - 
> “Application Development Features”
•  “Default Document”, “Directory Browsing”, “Http Errors”, “Static Content” 
under “Common Http Features”
•  “Http Logging”, “Request Monitor” under “Health and Diagnostics’
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•  “Static Content Compression” under “Performance Features’
•  “Request Filtering” under “Security”
After checking all the items above, click OK button.
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Figure A 4 Internet Information Services
Double click “Administrative Tools” on Control Panel as Figure 1.5.
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Figure A.5 Administrative Tools in Control panel
Double click “Internet Information Services (IIS) Manager” on “Administrative Tools’ 
window as Figure A.6.
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Figure A.6 Administrative Tools
Click “Basic Settings” on right action side bar o f “Internet Information Services (IIS) 
Manager” as Figure A.7.
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Figure A.7 Internet Information Services (IIS) Manager
“Edit Site” dialog (Figure 1.8) pops out after clicking “Basic Settings” on right action 
side bar o f “Internet Information Services (IIS) Manager” as Figure 1.7. In “Edit Site” 
dialog, the “Physical path” can be changed to a folder you desired, or use the IIS default 
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Figure A.8 Internet Information Services (IIS) Manager 
A. 2.2. Installation o f PHP
PHP installation package can be downloaded at web page 
http://www.php.net/downloads.php . Take Windows operation system as an example; 
download the latest “Windows Binary” zip file on the download web page as Figure A.9.
g
e  nan«s for o th*r system s P H P  5  2  6
C o m p le te  S o u rc e  C o d e
A* nût (Nstnbut* UNIX<Xiniix | 
binaries Most Linux !
distrtbuhona COST'S with PHP 
these daÿS, so*  you do not ' ; 
wsffit to comate your own, go to \ 
your dtstnbubon’s download j 
site, ananes a^sitsble on i 
external eeivers, !
O A&43Û ' i
" M ac  o s x  ;
"RSCOS
• :W 4 -P.iC f.-r. 
Developm ent and archive 
versions
RegiMat soutes end binary 
snapshots are ev^laMs from ' 
snaps pbo net Thess ate not 
intended fw production «set '
To download the very latest 
de^sfcpmant version, see the 
instructions on ustpo
$  PHP 5.2.6 i1af.bz2lf9.347Kb) -01 Mav 2006 tndb 73SOniMebd95cGedb317e(861220aW 
$  PHP 5.2 6 ( t a r ^ t (11.764Kb) - 01 May 2006 
mdb: 1720m9r2Gc6CG338K)dM3aSl906bW
Windows Binaries
» PHP 5.2.6 Zip package [9.516Kb] - 3  May 2003 
md5 c7e501011dGa2828S8d7d76e6509cOC
Note: Update May 3rd Added missing XSL and IMAP extension
I Information about elder 
I releases and their downloads, 
j’ara avalable on miSl&SSM
$ RHP 5.2 6 installer [19,373Kb] - 6  May 200S 
mdS Me551037e7c9c05@Wl7«351c05G0
Note: Update May 6th: Added missing XSL and IMAP extension
- 3 Mav 2008 nKl5.10e7bZ455mM705eef731b5l142cl5def
Note: Update May 3rd: Added missing XSL and IMAP extension
• 3 May 2008 
nKib. 24Qde272€e3eOce5A83cOca75az1RW
Note: Update May 3rd: Added XSL and f̂ AAP extension
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Figure A.9 Internet Information Services
Unzip the binary file downloaded from web page as Figure 2.1 to a folder which you 
wish to install PHP in.
Rename php.ini-dist under <PHP installation directory> to php.ini and copy it into folder 
c:\windows if  windows operation system is installed in drive C. Open php.ini with 
notepad and search for “extension_dir” . Set the extension directory to “<PHP installation 
directory>\ext”.






;extensio n=php_fdf. dll 
extension=php_^d2. dll 
;extension=php_gettext.dll 
;extensio n=php_gmp. dll 
;extension=php_ifx.dll 
;ext ensio n=php_imap. dll 
;extension==php_interbase.dll 





;ext ensio n=php_ming. dll 


















;ext ensio n=php_shmop. dll
;ext ensio n=php_snmp. dll
;extension=php_soap.dll
;extension=php_sockets.dll






Search for “upload_tmp_dir”, and set a temporary folder uploading files, and search for 
“session.save_path” and set a folder to save session.
A. 2.3. Configuration of PHP and Web Server
After installing PHP, some configuration for PHP on web server 11S is very necessary. 
Go to Control Panel and double click “Administrative Tools” as Figure 1.5. Double click 
“Internet Information Services (IIS) Manager” as Figure 1.6. Double click “Handler 
Mapping” on “Internet Information Services (11S) Manager” window as Figure A.7.










Use this feature to  specify the resources, such as DLLs and managed code, that handle 
responses for specific request types.
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“Edit Script Map” dialog pops out after clicking “Add Script Map” on the right side bar 
o f  “Handler Mapping” window as Figure A.IO.
Fill in “Edit Script Map” dialog as Figure A. l l .
•  Type in “*.php” in textbox o f  “Request path”.
•  Locate “php5isapi.dll” file with the browse button to the left o f “Executable” 
textbox.
•  Give a name to the script.
After filling the dialog, click OK button.
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Figure A .l l  Edit Script M ap
After clicking OK button on “Edit Script Map” dialog as Figure A. l l ,  a confirmation 
dialog pops out as Figure A. 12 and click “Yes” on it to register the script on IIS.
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Add Script Map
Do you want to allow this ISAPI extension? Click "Yes'* to  add the 
extension with an "Allowed" entry to  the ISAPI and CGI Restrictions list 
or to  update an existing extension entry to  "Allowed" in the  ISAPI and 
CGI Restrictions list.
res . . J  L _ _ Cancel
Figure A.12 Edit Script Map 
A.2.4. Test PHP on Web Server IIS
Create a file with eontent “<?php phpinfo();?>” and save as “test.php” under web root 
direetory which specified in Figure 1.8. Open a web browser (Internet Explorer, Firefox, 
ete.), and type http://localhost/test.php in address bar. If  a web page as Figure A. 13 shows 
up, it proves that PHP works find with Web Server IIS.
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Figure A.13 phpinfo Page
A.2.5. Installation o f MySQL
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Download MySQL from http://dev.mysql.eom/downloads/mvsql/5.0.html. For Windows 
operation system, choose “Windows Essentials” under “Windows downloads” on the 
web page as Figure A. 14.
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Figure A.14 MySQL Download W eb Page
Double click the msi installation file download from the web page as Figure A.14 to start 
the installation. Use the following setting during the installation.
•  Typical Setup
•  Skip Sign-Up
•  make sure "Configure the MySQL Server now" is checked
•  "Detailed Configuration"
•  "Developer Machine"
•  "Multifunctional Database"
•  "InnoDB Tablespace Settings" - leave everything default
•  "Decision Support (DSS)/OLAP"
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•  make sure "Enable TCP/IP Networking" is checked and leave the port number at 
3306 (at this point, if  you have a firewall, it will usually try to access itself on the 
locaUiost)
•  "Standard Character Set"
•  check "Install As Windows Service"
•  enter your root password
•  press "execute" and it'll install and set it up.
By default, MySQL will run automatically when Windows operation system starts.
A.2.6. Importing GAS Configuration Data to MySQL
Unzip wordnet30.zip and wordpress.zip on CD to <MySQL Installation Directory>/data. 
A. 2.7. Installation o f GAS
Unzip GAS.zip to web root directory specified in “Edit Site” dialog as Figure A.8.
A.2.8. Run GAS
Open a web browser (Internet Explorer, Firefox, etc) and type http://localhost/GAS in 




Figure A.15 GAS Interface
A.2.9. Troubleshooting
There are two frequent problems if  URL http://localhost/GAS leads to an error page as 
Figure A. 16 instead o f GAS interface as Figure A.15.
HTTP 500 :nt 
hT T= SCO In isrn -il S«-rvfr E rror
h ttp  /Icca'noEt/GiAS
o The website cannot display the page
M ost likely causes:
The website is under maintenance 
The website has a programming error
What you can try 
** Refresh the page.
Go bade to the previous page 
@ More information
Figure A.16 E rro r Page
First thing to do is to go to Windows Task Manager as Figure A. 17, and make sure that 
status o f service MySQL is “Running”.
V icdocsT ss.V arager '
Options ».iew Help
jlicarons j Processes Services PefoiTance j let, or-ijng | Users
PÎD Description Status
maserver Windows Installer Stopped
Msnetsvcs Network Provianing Service Stopped
' 4400'" ; . . ....................̂ -Pning.
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Netman 1160 Network Connections j Rcming
ne^ofin 1358 Network list Serwce j ta r in g
• letTcpPortSharing Net.TqjPortSharing Service 1 Stopped
NiaSvc 1563 Network Location Awareness ? tarnmg
nsi 1356 Network Store Interface Service j Running
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Figure A.17 W indows Task M anager
Then, go to Internet Information Services (IIS) Manager as Figure A.7 and make sure that 
“Start” under “Manage Web Site” section on right side bar o f  Internet Information 
Services (IIS) Manager Window as Figure A.7 is grey, which means it is running.
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APPENDIX B 
MAIN PROGRAMMING MODULES OF GAS
The following is a list o f tools and technologies used in GAS system.
AJAX: AJAX is a technique that allows web browsers exchange data with server without 
reloading the web page. It was used in GAS system to prompt users with possible 
evidence code when they annotating.
Flock: Flock is a web browser based on Firefox. However, it integrates the feed 
aggregator with it. Flock was used as a feed aggregator (Figure 3.10) to syndicate Gene 
Ontology and annotation feeds in this thesis.
Internet Information Services (IIS): Internet Information Services (IIS) is web server 
made by Microsoft. It is the second most popular web server in the world. In this thesis, 
Internet Information Services (IIS) version 7 was used as a web server on Windows Vista 
platform to develop GAS system.
MySQL: MySQL is a rational database management system. MySQL community server 
version 6.02 was used in GAS system to store system configuring information.
PHP: PHP is a server-side HTML embedded scripting language. PHP version 5.2.5 is the 
programming language for developing GAS system.
PSPad: PSPad is a programming editor on Windows platform. It was used as an editor to 
code PHP files.
RSS: RSS is a web feed format and it was used in GAS system as syndication format for 
Gene Ontology and annotations.
SCORM: SCORM manifest standard was used to wrap Gene Ontology Navigation 
results into Learning Objects.
WordNet: WordNet® is a large lexical database o f English. It was used to look up 
synonyms o f metadata in Gene Ontology Navigation.
WordPress: WordPress was the open source used as system framework on which GAS 
system was built.
XML-based Languages: In GAS system. Gene Ontology, annotation, and Gene 
Ontology Navigation results are stored in XML-based languages.
